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PADUCAH I MIN REGISTER.
• FIFTH STREET INCLUDED
IN PROPOSED NEW WORK
• --csing at the jisst srsc's
of council and aldermen as a com-
mittee of the whole those city offi-
cials made severalshanges in the out-
line suggested tos them by (the
board of public works and joint street
committee, regarding what public
streets are to be re-constructed with
brick, out of ,the $25,000 balance of
the $150,000 bond issue money voted
for street re-constructive purposes.
The two boards cut out some of the
thoroughfares recommended, and
substituted others, leaving the high-
ways to be improved as follows;
First from Brnadvray to Washington
street; Second from Kentucky avenue
to Washington; Washington from
First to Third; Fifth from Jefferson
to Clay.
By this it will be seen that the tion, was also ordered 
brought in,
authorities decide not to improv: and when it is 'finally adopted, 
there
Second from Jefferson to Monroe; will be elected whatever party 
is to
Jefferson from First to Second; First fill the place.
from Jefferson to Broadway, " andl The Aycock Hosiery company 
of
Second from Washington to Clark., ritis and Jones streets is a new con-
The board of weeks had reconad cern locating here, and asked 
the
mended !these be re-constructed, but municipal government to exempt it
the legislative boards refenued, 'end in from city taxation for a period of five
lieu substituted Fifth from Jellerson years, like is done for the other 
new
to Clay streets, but adopted the re- enterprises, this being an inducement
mainder of the suggestions. for location here of capital. The or-
The board of works was in attend-. dinance committee was directed 
to
ance at the Pieirt session last evening draft and bring in a measure grant-
1
and explained .to ',the legislative ing this exemption privilege.
officials that the changes heretofore; City Clerk Bei:Ey was allowed $75
was because there was not enough; to pay an assistant to help him 
make
money to go all the way to the out the tax bills against city prop-
freight depot at Sixth and Campbell.erty owners, showing how much
streets, like they desired, therefore; municipal taxes they owe the city for
this year. It is impossible for theit was thought best to confine the
work down in the business part of clerk to look after his regular office
town, and then when enough money work, and make out these 8,000 bills
was on hand, to re-construct Fifth , without help.
from the I. C. freight depot, to the %/hen a telephone company puts a
Nr,"•saL St. L. on the other side of very large number of overhead wires
town, so a good, improved thorough-on top of a pole, the latter is pulled
fare could be had for the heavy rail- out of upright alignment by the enor-
road freight traffic.
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also ordered that concrete suiewalkas
curb and gutters, be placed along-
side the new brick thoroughfares on
each block. Everything in this con-
nection being decided on, ordinances
were ordered drawn up and brought
in immediately for the work that will
be startted just as soon as possible.
During the session the two boards
ordered that the office of "city build-
ing inspector" be created, and the
duties of it be combined with those of
the "city electrician," who by this
merger will look after, the electrical
wiring in every structure inside town,
and also see that buildings are prop-
erly constructed and kept maintained
in the right manner. The ordinance
for this new creation and combine-
While they were deciding upon the (Continued on Page Four.)
SPONSOR CHOSEN
MISS ETHEL BROOKS IMRE-
SENTS THE PADUCAH
CriP.
The James T. Walbert Confederate
Veterans Chose the Delegates
For Resmion.
Miss Ethel Brooks of this city, was
last night at the meeting of James
T Welber* camp of Confederate
veteran, named as the sponsor who is
to represent thiePaslocah veterans
at the national-,retinion to be held
next month at New Orleans by
Southern soldiers frOni over the en-
tire country, Ttweefkiction was made
during the special sesijciii held by the
local camp at the cittlfa.ti last night,
and their ' choice It out of 
the
city's most charming and 
popular
youtig society -girls who Will 
fittingly
represent Paducahans in an elegant
manner. She isoa true Southern girl
and the only daughter of Dr. J. 
G.
Brooks, the wellMnwelphyskianwho
valiantly served his cause during 
the
late unpleasantness.
The veterans during their 
gather-
ing also selected the camp 
delegatee
who are R. Mi. Miles, Joseph E. 
Pot-
ter, James Koger, Dr. D. 
G. Murreil
and Dv. J. G. Stools. The 
alterna-
tives named to golf' case the 
regu-
lar delegates can not, are 
Asher
Strenee-T. B --Fauntleroye W. H. 
Pat-
tersee, Joseph Ullman and Captain 
J.
H. Berndon. -
The reunion will be held at 
New
Orleans April 25-26-27 and will 
be
participated in by many from here.
ACHIEVEMENTS OF HADLEY.
Has Shown Thot Corporations 
Can
Be Forced to Answer
Questions.
New York, March 26.—The taking
of testimony in the case of the Starr
.of Missouri against the three big 
oil
companies which are doing business
there, and which ant alleged to be
bristrIlc:.3 of the Standard Oil Corn-
was resumed today.: As the
rtie,_attorneys have waived thtir ob-
jecticht to allowing the teetimosy to
be taken in shorthand, for the pres-
ent, at least, it is expected that the
proceedings will move at much
• greater celerity than heretofore. At-
.torney-Generst Fadley said yester-
day that he believed he could finish
/ •
taking testimony in New York in
two days.
More Witnesses.
He has not fiaished with H. H.
Rogers yet, and there are other
Standard officials under sulipoena,
including John D. Archibold. Mr.
Hadley also has several witnesses of
his own to examine. Mr. Hadley
takes a very modest view of his
achievement in finally forcing the
Standard Oil to onswer the ques-
tions about stock ownership in the
companies doing business in Mis-
souri.
"I am just a lawyer conducting a
lawkiie," he said." I have only done
what any lawyer of ordinary ability
would do as attorney-general of
Missouri. The hearings before the
commissioners here and at home
have been conducted on strictly legal
lines, and I have at no time tried to
impose sensationalism into the case.
SCHOOL CENSUS
SECRETARY PITCHER FINDS
OUT ENUMERATOR CAME
UP SHORT.
This Is Accounted for By the Fact
That He Took Those Up to 18
Years of Age.
Secretary W.- H', Pitcher, of the
city public schools, yesterday said
he had accounted for the shortage
of school population enumerated last
year by one of the census takers, as
this latter had taken the names of
only the children between 6 and 18
years of age. In looking up this mat-
ter the secretary found the age was
between 6 and ao years, and he will
instruct the census takers to that
effect this year.
Last year one of the enumerators
in his two wards took the names of
those between 6 and iR yettra, and
this naturally caused a falling off, or
hortage but was not noticed at the
time, therefore the schools here last
year were kept out of considerable
money from the state school fund,
'Allah allows sti much per head to
the municipal educational institutions
for every person residing inside these
respective cities, between the age-1 of
6 and ao.
The enumerators will start their
work of taking the census, the first
of next week, and finish the task dur-
ing the month of April„ as provided
in the charter of cities of the com-
monwealth.
FLORAL DESIGN
HANDSOME TRIBUTE AR-
RIVED FROM RUSSELL-
LODC.12...
First Baptist Church Will Immed-
iately Call Successor to Late
Rev. John S. Cheek.
Yesterday morning a most beauti-
ful floral design arrived here from
Nashville, Tenn., having been made
by aii establishment of that city un-
der directions from the Russellville,
Ky., Masonic lodge, and consigned
here to adorn the last resting place
of Rev. John S. Cheek, the late
lamented pastor of the First Saptist
church. Dr. Cheek affiliated with the
Russellville secret order while resid-
ing there, and that body sent the
floral order to Nashville, and it did
not reach here in time for the funeral
last Saturday. It represented a half
moon encircling the lodge insignia,
litaltese cross.
M. Homer Wells, will today re-
turn to his home in Waco, Texas,
where he resides, and at which place
Dr. Cheek died last week. Mr. Wells
is a brother of Mrs. Cheek and ac-
companied the remains here on their
sad homeward journey.
Sunday aftternoon at the First
Bapifst church Rey. George Hill
conducted, the service, held in mem-
ory of the deceased divine. The edi-
fice was thronged with hundreds of
people there out of respect to the
noble worker who has gone to his
reward. 'At the regular morning and
evening hours Sunday Rev. George
Cates filled the pulpit. At night the
concourse was so great that Dr. Hill
had to conduct an overflow meeting
down§iairs, while the main gathering
was in progress on the second floor.
Yesterday morning Rev. Cates left
for his home in Louisville, 'while Rev.
Hill remains here, having been re-
quested to assume charge of the con-
gregation until there is selected a
pastor to succeed Mr. Cheek. Look-
ing towaeda making some choice the
congregation will tomorrow night
hold an official meeting and decide
who shall be called. A nurnber of
ministers are under consideration and
it is deemed advisable no -se-
cure the successor immediately in
order a leader can be had for the
flock of 1,aoo members. There are
about eoo converts of the revival,
who have not yet affiliated with the
church by baptise). The others have
done this.
,Mirs. Cheek has decided to continue
this city as the family home, and
this is joyful news to the entire
community, as none have become
more popular and beloved by Padu-
cah people than the family of this
noble man.
TO 00 OUT AFTER
. RAILROADS NEXT
Attorney-General of Pilissouri Has
Other Game Besides Stan-
dard
Kansas City, Mo., March 26.—The
Journal says: Two or more rail-
roads may be thrown into receiver-
ship by proceedings to be 
-instituted
by Attorney
-General Hadley after
tht ending of his fight against the
Standard Oil Company. He has
chosen the railroads owning parallel
and erstwhile competing lines which
have violated the constitution of the
State of Missouri by combining.
Principal among the roads to be
attacked are the Burlington, which
owns the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas
City...a...parallel- lines and the F
which owns the Kansas City, Clin-
ton & Springfield. The attorney.
gereral is said to be convinced he
will be able to make out a case
against the Burlington and Frisco
systems. The Rock Island and the
Chicago & 
-Alton, which parallel
each othtr in Missouri, and the Mis-
souri Pacific & Wabash, both GouldpH-peaks, are parallel and may be
Proceeded against.
GETS eio.000 FOR BEING
HIT BY BATTED BALL.
Chicago, Special Says; Aukust
Auerbach, who sued the American
Baseball League for $25,000 damages,for injuries received' by tieing hit by
a batted ball, was today awarded$io,000 damages by a jury in Judge
Frost's court.
The Stork and the Baby.
Mr. Biggors, the Nashville Banner
artist, makes the Rockefeller stork
exclaim after depositing the billion
dollar baby, "mercy I've got kero-
sene ell over my tail feathers!"
VOL ` &, NO. 280
BOY DROWNED
HAROLD JESS, COLORED, MET
DEATH IN WATER OF
RAVINE.
The 3-Year-Old Son of George Fbee,
Colored, Died Sunday in the
County of Burns.
,Yestetelay afternoo Harold Jess,
coloreit was drowned y falling into
the ba water in the deep ravine be-
tween the end of -South Eleventh
street and KatSerjohn's briclayard
near the Union depot Up 
'
until an
early hour this mdreiffig hit remains
had not been recovered, despite the
fact the body has been dragged for
ever since he went down.
The lad was nine years of age and
resided on South Tenth near Cald-
well street. With another boy he
was playing near the foot bridge that
spans the wide field of water backed
up into the ravine by the rising river
which comes through Island Creek.
The Jess lad fell into the water that
is about ttn feet deep and before he
could do anything to save himself
had been drawn under and drowned.
The other lad rushed aff and. in-
formed people of the happening, and
Officers Hessian and Dugan were
quickly on the scene to start the
searching party which continued at
work Ontil this morning, but had not
succeeled in grappling the little body
from its watery grave.
Burns Proved Fatal.
The 3-year-old son of George Fox,
colored, died Sunday morning at their
home between the 4airo and Hinkle-
ville roads, several 'miles out from
the city. The child, expired of severe
burns received some days ago. Coro-
ner Frank Eaker went out and held
an inquest, finding death from the
causes mentioned. The child was
buried Sunday afternoon at the fam-
ily cemetery.
'DIRECTORY MEN.
It Will be Sometime in June Before-
Caron Gets Ott New Issue.
The corps of canvassers for the
Caron Directory .Company of Louis-
ville, continue working each day go- OFFICERS
cisme the city securing the names
and addresses of every resident for
the purpose of getting oht their new
directory. The gentlemen are all
experts in the line, having followed
it aH their lives, and the superior
character of directory published
was amply evidencted by the issue
gotten out several years ago for
The Register. The corps of work-
ers are getting large orders for the
books as they go ahead. They think
it will be the first of May before
they finish and then after that it will
take some weeks to get the issue
Published in book form and ready
for distribution.
GRIFFIN FINED $20
NE ABUSED ORA MURRAY
THAT MUCH, IN JUDGE'S
MIND.
Yesterday morning Pete Griffin in
the police court was fined $30 and
costs by Special Judge David Cross
"on the charge of cursing "nd abusing
Ora Murray.
Elbert Garr stt and Charles English
-sveri—Eirtalio sand costs on the
charge of gambling.
C. W. Ingram, the dairy man, was
fined $s and cost for doing a dairy-
maw's business without paying a
license. The fine was then suspended
on his procuring a license from the
city authorities. The reason he did
not get one out heretofore is because
he contended the law did not compel
him to do so. "'"
P. C Gibson ,and Fred Collins,
were given continuances until today
of the warrants charging them with
using insulting language.
There was continued until next
Monday the case charging George
Ferrell with maliciously assaulting
Will Hamilton at the Bulger saloon
in Miechanicsburg. Fitimilton is in
quite a serious conditMn and cannot
attend court just yet.
Charles Cummiers was fined $10
and costs for being' drunk and dis-
ordkriy.
Every Hedges and Bob Bridges
were each fined $t and costs for be-
ing drunk.
WEIL & SON BOUGHT HESSIG
DIStILLERY; WILL ENLARGE
l'sefure te uiamir is a eii UltUtt
way this city will have one of the
largest and most up-to-date distiller-
iss maintained anywhere in the state,
backed by one of the Wealtiest and
most prominent firms handling liquor
in the South. !I. Weil and sons. The
deal looking to this end was con-
summated yesterday morning, at
which time Mks Adolph Weil of the
tirm mentioned, purchased the Hes-
sig distillery in Mechanicsburg, and
the institution will immediately be
enlarged to about four times its
capacity, at the cost of about $to,000.
Dr. Hessig built the distillery
several years ago, but had not gotten
well under way, when his court
troubles began and he was forced
into bankruptcy by his many credi-
tors, to whom' he Owed about $23,000.
The distillery was put up and sold,
in order to convert it into cash so
the money could be faken to pay
the creditors. At the first sale Frank
Barnard of Smithland bought it in,
putt; ps up at the public sale groan&
a Seco cli:ck, guaranteeing his good
faith. lie never got up money
enosih to pay for the plant and it
was sold again, this are two weeks
ago to Philip Stephon, vsisd gave
$6,000 and several concessions.
Before his. Weil bought the dis-
tillery, he had here last week two
of the 'most experienced distillery
men from over the state, and they
thorcughly inspected the plant so the
Paducahan could find out the con-
dition it was in. These two outsiders
pronounced it the finest and most up-
to-date small distillery to found any-
where; the interior of the copper
mash receptacles being lined with
nickle-plate and the balance of the
equipment the best procurable. Mr.
Wieil then determined to buy it and
accordingly did so.
Yesterday he said he wculdi im-
mediately arrange to enlarge the dis-
Lilery to about tour times its present
-capacity, which means that s'hen
'made. bigger it wilt turn out about
sixteen barrels each day. At present
It makes four barrels. He has four
fermenters now, but will put more
in, while he will enlarge the ware-
house ho as to care for s,000 barrels
of wheskey. At present it holds only
abont soo. In addition to these im-
provements he will put up a $1,soo
elevator to • store grain inside, and
make other enlargements in propor-
tion, until it is made one of the finest
and most tsp-to-date distillefies to be
found anywhere the country over.
islk. Weil's firm handles many lead-
ing brands of whiskey that are found
in every city in the United States, but
he yesterday said they jntended to
devote the distillery to the specialty
of manufacturing only one brand,
"Three Rivers" which is a leader
everywhere. It it his intention to
turn out nothing but the finest of
sour mash and bottled in bond.
The Weil house is One of the lead-
ing concerns of thd country, and
backed with ample wealth ald many
years experience they - will elace. the
distillery upon a high scale proving
creditable to the city as a commercial
venture. Mir. Weil will have his dis-
tiller here in a few days, having se-
cured his services from one of the
leading plants up in Kentucky. They
expect to get the plant to running
within the next few weeks, and then
while the. whiskey is being tut-teed
out, the/improvements will be made,
but not so as to interfere with opera-
tion of the plait. The new pro-
•prietors will have their distilkr and
manager on hand the year around, al-
though they contemplate shutting
down for this season by June. All
the distilleries shut down for certain
periods. None of the whiskey turned
out by Hessig will be manufactured
by the M'eSSI'S. Weil.
NEW HOTEL
COMPANY
TO BE CHOSEN
SOME.TIME THIS WEEK
STOCKHOLDERS.
BY
Many Changes About Decided Upon
in Connection With Saloon,
Pool Room, Barber Shop,
Dining Hall, Etc.
By the last of this week there will
be held the meetisg of "The Palmer
Hotel Compony" which is the name
of the new concern that took oscr
The Palmer business and the build-
ings. Colonel Charles Reed has been
decided on as president of the
company and probabilities are Joe L.
Friedman will be the vice president
and James Utterback the secretary
and treasurer.
Yesterday the articles of incorpo-
ration for the company were filed
with the county, clerk for rerord.
They stipulate that the new com-
pany shall be capitalized at $iso,000
of which sum all is paid j except
$2s,000. The company will be per-
mitted, however to contract indebt-
edness amounting to $aso,000, which
means they expect to float mortgage
ndi raiiing money. The incorpo-
rator,. +ng.Pthor +++++1+ +hp ++11. roe of
stock they take at $moo per share,
are as follows; Frank S. Murphy,
to shares; John C. Roth, t,tao shares
and Henry B. Laughlin too shares.
Many chasiges have about been de-
cided upon in making the improve-
ments at the hotel. In the basement
will go the laundry, ice plant, fur-
naces, etc. Where the pool and bil-
liard rooms now **and upon the first
floor, the saloon will be moved so
as to get the coffee -house back off
the street, it beisar in the corner at
Fifth stireet and the alley leading
between hotel and theatre. The pool
and billiard room will be put where
the saloon is. The present reading
'room will ,be wed in part for the
nool and billiard rooms that will be
enlarged when moved. The Palmer
cigar stand will come out of the
lobby and where it now stands the
reading and writing room placed.
The cigar stand will be given some
other location. The 'barber shop
will be moved from its present lo-
cation and May be given a basement
I position with- stairways leading tsstireet4441-7-these neher-veveyarationt
may be made for them. Several
things are being considered for use
where the barber shop now stands.
The lease of . The Columbia ex-
pires next September and in ample
time Mr. P. E. Stutz will be ,asked
to vacate that room on the eorner,
as the proprietors of the hostelry
want it for other purposes.t Tailor
Harmeling and Florist Brunson of
'Broadway will have to vacate their
quarter* for the new dining room
that will be put in. The dining
room will run clear back to the alley
from Broadway behind the hotel of-
fice. The present dining room will
be converted into bedrooms, while
thelaitchen goes to the basement or
fiat floor.
As to the additional story nothing
definite has yet been decided on.
, CITY TAXES
CLERK BAILEY TODAY BE-
GINS MAKING OUT THE
BILLS.
Auditor and Tresurer Are At Work
on the List Showing Those Who
Have Not loud nos Tax.
City Clerk Henry Dailey will today
commence making out the tax bills
against people owning property in
this 
-city,--ao- 'know' -what-
amount of city taxes each has to pay.
There are 8.000 of the bills to be
made out, counting the original and
chiplicaees, and it will take the clerk
about, six weeks to complete the
mammoth undertaking which be is
supposed to 'entirely finish by the
first of the municipal taxation.
Last evening clueing the meeting
of the council and aldermen, they al-
lowed the clerk] $75 to be teed la
paying whatever assistant Mr. Bailey
gets to help him in the work. He
cannot possibly get up the billy and
do his regular public well( incidental
to 'his office duties, without having
somebody to render IlikSIStielDCe, as it
takes a vast amount of work on the
bills alone. Clerk Bailey has not yet
decided who he will get to help him,
hut it will be some efficient and com-
petent person.
City Auditor Alex Kirkland an*
Treasurer John J. Doris,.,.are now
risaking up the list, showing the de-
linquent taxpayers for /epos. The
document shovii the name of the
property ovine', location of his prop-
e).ty, and the amotint of taxes he
owes for last year. oat
•THEW. O. WI DANCE
A LARGE CROWD ATTENDED
THE FUNCTION.
The Matinee Musical Club Will Con-
sider Chopin tomorrow Dur-
ing Meeting.
Last evening at the Brunswick hall
on Broadway near Fifth street, there
was a very large crowd pr,:sena t-
tending the dance given by the
Woodmen of the World of this city.
The gathering did not come to a
close until early this morniag.
Delphic Club.
This morning the Delphic club
holds its weekly meeting at Carnegie
library on Ninth and Broadway.
Matinee Musical.
Tomorrow afternoon at 3:30
o'clock the Matinee Mnsical club
,holds its hi-weekly gathering in their
quarteas at the Eagle building on
Sixth and Broadway. Chopin is the
composer to be considered, while
Misses Alice Compton and Jessie
Nash are the leaders. The pro-
gramme is as follows;
Current Events,
1. Sketch of the life of Chopin—
Mias Gould.
2. Piano Duet, "Polonaise in a maj-
ar"—Mrs. Geo. B. Hart and
Mass Lulu Reed.
3. Vocal Solo, "The Maiden's
Wish"—Mrs. David I. Lewis.
4. Piano Solo, Selections—Miss
Newel'.
5. Piano Solo, "Nocturne Opus, 30,
No. 1"— Miss Isabel Mohan.
6. Vocal Quartette, "Hear 0 Lord"
—Adopted from Chopin's
Thirteenth Prelude — Mes-
dames Mocquot, Lewis, Hart
and Miss Bradshaw.
7 Piano Solo, (a) "Prelude Opus
28, No. 20. (b) "Nocturne opus
37 No. 2"— Mr. Harry Gilbert.
No Date Decided Upon.
The Dramatic club of the -high
school has not yet fully decides what
date they will produce -Maid and
Mistress" composed by Miss Caro-
lyne Ham, but it will be sontetime
during April.
ISSUE MANY CARDS
IDENTIFICATION NEEDED BY
ONLY THOSE OVER
:2 YEARS.
Superinttndent Lieb thinks he Should
Hear from Governor Folk
Within Five Days.
Suptrintendent Lieb issued quite
an additional number of the identi-
fication cards yesterday to the pu-
pils over twelve years of age. It is
only those beyond the age needing
the cards, so they can. get benefit' of
the half rate on the street cars
which accords this reduction to al
children under twelve, no matter
whether they attend school or not.
Those over twelve can ride on the
half checks only on the five school
days of the week.
Piano Recital.
Profesaor Harry Gilbert gave a
recital just before closing of school
yesterday afternoon. He had inten-
ded to givt it as the opening exer-
cise yesterday morning for the high
school, but postponed it until just
before closing hour in the afternoon
Nothing' Yet Heard.
Superintendent Lieb yesterday an-
nounced that he believed he would
hear from Governor Folk within the
next few days, as it has now been
ten days since the professor wrote
the other, requesting him to come
here and deliver an address to the
graduatng class during the com-
mencement exercises next June.
Mothers.
Save
Your
Girls!
WRTIlt 'US FREELY
and frankly, •tri strictest confidence, telling ail your
troubles, and stating your age. We will send you
ADVICZ, in plain sealed envelope, and a val-
uable book on " Home Treatment for Women."
Address: Ladies' Advisory Department, The
Chattanooga Medicine Co., Chattanooga, Tenn.
G54
Needless Suffering
in young girls, is too often caused by the mothers' lack of knowledge of
proper treatment at that time. "Mamma was almost crazy, to think of my
sickness", writes Miss Hazel Upson, of 130 S. Fifth Street, De Kalb, Ill.
"The best doctor in De Kalb gave me up and said I could not get well.
I had been sick with a fever and never got over it, but
WINE
OF I Woman'sRelief
brought me around all right. Before taking Cardul I had been out of order for six months,
was weak, pale. wan and thin and hardly able to get around. A lady friend recommended u
Cazdui and MarTirrla got me a bottle, though she had very little hopes of its helping me. but 4.1
praise God I had taken Just three bottles when I w...s relieved and began to get well right off. s
Nov I am feeling well. Mamma wants me to:send you my picture to let you see how fat I •
am getting. Mamma and I are so thankful for the Wine of Cardul. and I will do all I can to
let every suffering person know how much It has done for me." Cardui Is a harmless vege-
table medicine for women and girls, with a specific strengthening curative effect upon the
female organs. For over half a oentury it has been In successful use and in that long trial
has proved itself a safe, reliable remedy, for young and old. Try it.
At all Druggists in $1.00 Bottles
Pleasant Aftenigon.
A delightful afternoon was spent
yesterday at the residenoe on North
Seventh street, of Mrs. Samuel Sug-
rt rs, by many friends, as guests ofhe Church Furnishing society of
the First Christian church, which
gave a mus;cale, while during the
afternoon refreshments were served.
Magazine Club.
Miss Henrietta Koger of Jefferson
Miss Ethel Mayer, With The Rodney Stock Company at The Kentucky
This Week.
SOLD PROPERTY
MARTHA ASHBROOK SOLD IT
TO GOODMAN OF NORTH
SECOND.
Fannie Marshall, White, Will Be
Tried This Morning of Charge
Idiocy—Survey Poor Farm.
Property lying on North Second
near Broadway, has been sold by
Mrs. Martha Ashbrcibk to M'. .Good-
man for $6,5, and the deed filed
for record yesterday with the county
clerk.
W. D. Grier sold to John Wash-
ington and others for $ifio, property
on Ninth street.
Mr. Sanders bought from Artdrnv
Humburg for Soo, property on
Harahan avenue.
Try Idiot.
This morning at to:ao o'clock
'Judge Lightfoot will in the county
court try Fannie Marshall. a forty
year old white woman, charged with
idiocy. She has been weak minded
all her life an4 the court will decide
what shall he done with her, the
jury having been summoned for that
hour this morning
Survey Property,
Judge Lightfoot has had County
Surveyor Wrch to make a stills/my of
property near the poor farm on West
Tennessee street, ih order to roe
'Whether it belongs- to the county, or
whether to the Illinois Central rail-
road., who also laims the property
and has it's men out surveying it
also.
near Seventh street, will have the
Magazine Club to meet with her
Thursday afternoon, at Which time
the monthly reports will be made by
the officers. The meetings to be re-
ported on are Literary Digest,
Everybody's, Booklover's, Bookman,
Cosmopolitan, Century, Weir Mitch-
ell's and Scribneer.
Clarksville Wtc1,4:—.
Annouscement has been made at
_Ciaika_vi _ •
o'clock the morning of April nth.
there will be suited in marriage at
the Madison street Methodist
cliurcla of that city, Miss Anne
liel:e Bringburst and Mr. Charles
Young 'Brandon.
The bride is a very sweet asd
pretty young lady, and is the sister
of Mc. Edward Bringhurst of the
George Rock Shoe Company of this
city. She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Rufus Bringhurst
of Clarksville, while the groom is
a proiperous and thriving young
business man of Meridian, Miss.,
where they will ;take their home.
P1•111•1•Emme
Evening RecitaL
This evening Professor Harry Gil-
brit will entertain his friends with
an informal recital at Temple Israel
church. Everybody is cordially in-
vited to attend. The Seventh street
door of the church is the place of
entrance for 'the occasion.
INVoilie Piatt, the star twirler of last
season's Kitty league and this season
a member of the Toledo club of
the American association, has been
suspended by the Toledo manage-
t for alleged violations of the
rules.—Mattoon Star. •
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THE HUMORISTS I
MIINUTE WITH
iiais• In Salary.
The boy whose relatives all died
When baseball was the reigning sport
Now strikes the boss because, he sa3s,
He needs more cash for their support.
—N. Y. Sun.
HE /LEANT WELL.
Mr. Oldbatch—If your second hue
band died without making a will, al
least you'll get a third—
Widow Twistweed--Oh! this is se
sudden.—Chicago Journal.
In the Crowded Caw
"There's one thing I notice about
Mr. Suiflsch shen he rides," said the
horsey girl, "he bounces up and down
in his seat—"
"Huh!" interrupted the observant
girl, "whenever see him riding hi
Just bounces down in his seat and
hides behind his newspaper."—Phila
delpilia Press.
A Paid-Up Smile.
Mr. Facetious (having his portrait
painted)—I suppose you want me to look
pleasant?
Artist—Yes, and pay in advance.
Mr. Facetious—What's that for?
Artist—Oh, so that I can look pleasant
too—Tit Bits.
The Wife for Him.
Candid Friend—I say, Cbatterton,
you ought to marry an intellectual
woman.
Chatterton (much pleased)—Do you
think so? Why?
Candid Friend—Co that your chi'
dren will have some brains.—N.
Weekly.
In Style.
Ws, my dear," said the teed MD
band, "they are--er—um—well, the,
are good cigars of their kind, but
they— You see—"
"Now, doycy," said the gentle wife
k'bow you can't find a more rash
lonable cigitx than that. It is the
very latest tint of brown. I matched
the cigars very carefully with a Wee(
qf the goods of my new dross, and i
am sure it is the precise shade thal
Is most popular this wInter."—Judge.
Disappointed.
"Dear me," she said, when she was
introduced to the aspiring young a*
thor, "isn't It funny how people
will form ideas? I had pictured yo
to myself as somehow like the hero cd
your story."
"Oh. And don't you find any re,
semblance"
"Not a bit. You know you described
him as being handsome and witty."...
Chlcago Record- Herald-
A Hard Matter.
Parke—I can't seem to get a Duties
to suit me.
Lane—What's the trouble?
-Welt they either know too litt:e, at
too rryt."—Life.
Dangerous.
Elsie—Mother, Mrs. hccsevelt the
"first lady in the land," isn't she?
Mother—Yes. dear, but for gralees
sake, don't let Bridget hear you al,jt
—Philadelphia Press.
Qalte a Difference.
"I love my love in the morr.121g."
sang the young man, ardently.
"Huh!" exclaimed her younget
brother; "you !ain't never seen het
in the morning yet."—Puck.
As Usual.
Cecilia—I *suppose she's happ:- now
she has all the things that monc. can
buy?
Marie—No. She now wants thz few
thinga that maney can't buy.
---Car clPs
Mthology.
Teacher—What is Ceres the goddess
of?
Effie—Series. ma'orn, is the goddess
of continued storiesl—Lite.
Had All th, Illsrris.
Barbcta--1,1ow do you 11;:e this rim.,
I Victim--Great! You rot it with eig•smite coupons, didn't ritut—Judge.
OuritandsomeSpringhbrics
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
AND IN OUR LINE YOU W ILL FIND THE CHOICEST
STYLES FOR SMART TAI LORING THE MARKETS AF-
FORD. THE PATH OF THE GOOD DRESSER IS BOTH
EASY AND ECONOMICAL IF HE COMES HERE FOR INS
CLOTHES. WE STAND FOR EVERY GARMENT WE
TITAN- OUT. , , 4 grii:Ao;4. '..zyteleAlkit41
Dicke & Black,.
516 Broadway. MERCHANT TAILORS.
Abram L. Well & Co
FIRE INSURANCE.
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell Block,
Office Phone 369. Residence Phone 726'
A
V
PITTSBURG
COAL
PROM rife PITTSBURG COAL CO.
- orrice us aaoAovay PADUCAH. —TELEPPIONe!' p.itt
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
Office Phone, 484-A
Residence Phone, 323
_
Paducah Transfer Company
(incorporated.)
General Cartage 13Lisiness,
SuperiorFaciliziesifor Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and'Monroe
And:11 ousehnia Goods. Both' Phone. ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.
First-Class
Watch Work
BY EXPERT WATCH MAKERS
Prices Reasonable,
J. J. Bleich 4 PADUCAH Hir. 
441hP4-Adk+M%-l-ApN4.3.11SAI.A0.A0AitoelleNthMli
j h. COULSON,
Steam and Dot Water Heating
Phone 133. 529 Broadway.
illweWfWc.44044VIL&Likafte#INIV-twom
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PAYS FOR JOINT PRIVILEGE'
Testimony Against Officials Given by
is Kansas Liquor Man.
Kansas City, Kan., March 26-John
F. Steel', for two years agent here of
a brewing company, testified is the
Gibson ouster hearing today that for
many months he paid James S. Gib-
son, county attorney, $3 a month for
each "joint" or illicit saloon owned
by the brewery in Kansas City as a
guaranty of immunity from prosecu-
tion.
hteele also testified that Gibson de-
manded $5 a month, but on a compro-
mise reduced the amount to $3.
Birmingham Gets Large Checks for
Francluaes.
Twenty-three thousand dollars was
paid over to the city of Birmingham
yesterday for franchises recently
! e the mr.yer an,! r",er•-• n
to railroad companies. The first
check received by the mayor was
from the Illinois Central Railroad
Company. It amounted to $13,000
and was in payment for certain track
Privileges granted to the railroad
company in the western portion of
the city. The Son.hern Railway
dOmpany sent a check for $io,000 to
ply for franchisee along Twenty-sev-
enth street, the site for the new
unein passenger station, work on
which has already commenced.
The Birmingham Railway, Light
and Power CconlItany will probably
send in a check today for $to,000 to
pay for franchises granted for street
car tracks at a meeting of the city
council Wkdnesday night.
The mayor has called upon the
Birmingham Belt Railroad Company
for a check for $7,500 to pay for fran-
chises recently granted the company
by the municipal authorities to close
up Powell avenue from . ifteenth to
Sevenbeenth etrests.
It is expected that before Saturday
night the city's total collection for
the week for franchise will a
amounted to $40,500.
Immediately upon receipt of the
checks yesterday the mayor turned
the same over to City Treasurtr
George Eustis and they were depos-
ited in the bank to the general fund
of the city of Birmingham -Birm-
ingham Age Herald, March 25.
Send Lawyer to Prison.
New York, Nfarch 24 -Henry
Huffman Browne, a lawyer who was
convicted of forgery in the first de-
gree. was today sentenced to sere*
twenty years in prison. The forgery
was in connection with a bogus claim
to the estate of Ebbe Petersen in the
Bronx. In passing sentence Judge
Foster in the court of general sea-
ions said that he had been unable
to find any extenuating circumstances
in Prowne's case.
"I teint: you are a cunning rascal
and that the community will be bet-
ter off by your incarceration," said
the judge as he imposed the maxi-
mum penalty for the crime.
MANY INVOLVED IN GRAFT
Former Green Bay, Wis., Alderman's
Confession Sensational.
'Green Bay, Wis., March ad.-Dis-
trict Attorney Samuel FT. Cady, who
succeeded District Attorney Kittell
eesen the latter was deposed by Gov-
einor La Follette in connection with
!! C
a huge sensation. Today he appear-
ed before the county board. and asked
for a special assistant to help him
prosecute twenty-seven cases of al-
leged felonies which he will bring
against city officials and contrac-
tors on the charge of grafting.
All of these cases are not to touch
the indictments brought by the rec-
ent grand juries here.
Involved by Former Alderman.
It is declared that former Alder-
man George J. Schwartz, awaiting
sentence on a charge of subornation
of perjury, has made a long state-
ment to the district attorney, result-
ing in the new cases. It is also stat-
ed that Schwartz was promised im-
munity and have his sentence
suspended.
First on the list of arrests is that
of Charles M'. Carpenter, the Mate
agent for the Barber Asphalt Com-
pany, who was taken within the week
at Chicago, on the charge of paying
$oso as a bribe to Alderman Henry
Porth of this city in toot.
Many Briberies Charged.
'Briberies involving sums from $too
upward in addition to two in sums of
$50. are alleged in the forthcoming
proceedings.
District Attorney Cady declared to-
day: "The new series of cases will
make the grand jury expose look like
a side show." He declined to go into
details.
The supreme court of New Hamp-
shire has ruled that bookmaking at
the new Salem track would be a vio-
lation of the law and punishable as
well as civil action.
SHORT STORRES
WISE BRUIN PUTS
MEAT IN STORAGE.
Chitteaden, Vt.-The cracker barrel
nation gathered at the general
•sters last night after a day in the
woods spotting deer runways along
which city "sports" will be placed la er
to slaughter bungs, if their aim be true
wash. and several indulged in remi-
niscences. Several pretty fair sporting
area had been spun when the subject
t arouqd to bears. Then Sim White,
ho Uvse in Northam when he isn't
unting or fishing or digging ginseng
ts, stretched his neck and launched
rib into a bear mono:or,ue.
'It beats aU tarnation how knowin'
me of them critters be," he de.lar.u,
while the rest shucked around in their
hard-bottomed chairs and settled dJwo
to hear a good one. "Yes, air, it does
beat all carnation. Between b.ari,
trout and ginseng and Ube hand of
Providence, I've been able to make
quite a livin' out o' these 'ere 13 I
for a considerable spell. •
"Elder Burbank's yarn touch in' on
the varmint 'f Spruce Holler pus me
in mind of the time Providence and an
oi be-bear helped me out 'f a
tight flu the middle o' last winter. It
was the lust January, as I reelect
t. and I was cloppIn' for Deacon Hem-
in"way up to the lip o' Kliii.egton
Its turriule mean work,
but ye do hatter do it wet in
while. and I nits cueuing my 'eve
d wishin' the dshin' scaaon wo
it and things green up whea a
orthe snowstorm hit the peak and
de me as blue as a parblled cwl.
had my dinner pail-I uster go home
hts- and I was middlin' comfort-
le ontil 'long in the middle of the
arnoon, when I seen it. wasn't
let up and iiggered I'd hatter stay
all night.
"So I built me a lean-to out o' some
Drum boughs, started a Are sad
cooked what victuals I had left from
amain'. They weal over much. and
It was too pesky cold to think o'
sleepin' I sot up till mornin', with my
atomerck a-bollerin' for grub some-
-thing turrIble. It got so bad I melted
some snow and tried to fill up on wa-
ter. When it come daylight the storm
was ragin' harder'n ever, and I was
so hungry I could have eat rabbits,
which is woree'n satin' cat, and I says
to myself, 'this 'ere storm la liable to
keep up three days an' I'll starve to
death if I don't do somethin' mighty
quick.'
'But there didn't seem to be nothin'
I cold do, for I was 'penned in and
dassan't go more'n thutty foot from
• the shack for fear o' gettin' lost. I ad-
mit I was some discouraged wheit the
ad shifted and I had to move the
n-to over against a Pile of rocks to
sap the thing from oollapein'. I was
swan' round 'monist the stones when
discovered the mouth o' a cave, and,
hinkin' it would be better inside ths.n
'‘‘
out, I ligiited a spracei knot toren AZIG
scraped my way in.
"Wal. I swan to man, If I didn't get
the biggest surprise o' my lift when I
got to the end a' the passageway 40
foot from the mouth! For, !yin' on
a ledge was six pigs with Deacon Hem-
ntin'way's brand on 'eni, two rabbits
and a ewe lamb. They was trona
stiff and as hard as brickbats. The
thruts of every one on 'em had beets
slit by somethin' sharp, and the Ia.
oards had been taken out as sock al
a bqtcher oo'ld do it. Tney was piled
catelar, too-Irtn' held and t • i
• ea am train as 'oust' tney asci been
killed the day before.
"I was wonderin' bow in Sam Hill
they got In the cave dead, when I
heard • heavy breathin' a little beyond
and raised the torch. I seen the pass-
ageway bellied out into a sorter half-
round cave, and that over at one side
an oi' he bear was curled up on a lot
o leaves takin' his winter's attends. He
wet lyin' peaceful and onsusno.Un',
and it came to me in a minute how
theit carcasses got on the ledge. You
see, he was one o' them knowin' mit-
tens aid he'd laid in a supply of Dea-
con liemmin'way's pigs and a ewe
lamb belonging to Squire Remieen to
make a meal on when he woke up in
the spring. He knew he'd rouse long
before it thawed out, cause the cave
faced south, and got the lust sun, so
he jest fIggered he'd be provident for
onct. By contrivin' as be did he cold
git several square meals and take on
some fat before he sot out huntin' his
Livia'.
"Them pigs was a mighty
-big ged-
send to me, now I can tell ye. I jest
tiptoed out with two and in ten min-
utes I was broilin' pork tenderl'in.
Waen I'd filled up I got two more, and
waen the storm stopped next day I
pinted for home with enough meat over
my shoulders to pay for the time I had
to lay off.
"The next day the deacon and me
sot out after the bear. The deacon al.
lowed he'd orter die, seem' Si he'd
been raidin' his barnyard for three
years and had make off with three
traps and a pound o' lead fired from
the carbine. So we got him to shares,
and the deacon wan so tickled that he
didn't say a word abOut cialmin' the
pigs I hadn't eat."-N. Y. World,
Parental Instrueticrn.
Tommy-Paw, what Is a campaign slo-
gan?
Paw-It Is the political watchword, or
rallying cry, of our political party, my
son.
Tommy-Don't the other fellows have
a slogan. too?
Paw-No, my son. Theirs is • yaw%
-Chicago Tribune.
At the Horse Show.
Horse Fancibr (with enterustaina)-e
Isn't. Vandersluke's Lodemia a
keauty? •
His Fair Danghter-Where? Where?
What has she got on? Whose bga M
itie in?-Cnicago Trthusa.
VIEWPOINTS.
THE AUTOMOBILE.
The Incident-A huge touring car-
bright red and carrying a staring-eyed
chauffeur and a pretty girl-dashed
down the long, straight avenue.
A young womaaelpf a certain pale
loveliness that could never pass unno-
ticed left the sidewalk and started to
cross the roadway. Straight forward,
with a glance neither to the right ace
the left, she hurried until, with a faint
cry, she dropped to the ground just aa
the whizzing wheels lashed the duel
Into a cloud about her.
A policeman gave three sharp note*
On his whistle. A bystander, his eyes
wide with horror, dashed across the
street and leaned over the prostrate
form. The young woman stirred,
opened her eyes and rose to her feet.
"Thank you; I'm quite uninjured,"
eLe beet iseu turned away.
The Bystander-By George, I saw a
crazy thing this afternoon, Tom. A
mighty pretty young woman tried to
cross Fairmont. avenue when there
was a big red devil of an automobile
coming down the road. By Jove, it WU
an outrage, Tom, an outrage'. The
thing bore down upon her like a re-
lentless fiend. There seemed no es-
cape, positively no escape. It's a mar-
vel that every bone in her body wain t
crushed into jelly. And she came out
of it unscathed-aheolutely unscathed!
Imagine my amazement, when I hur-
ried So pick up what I supposed would
he • lifeless corpse, to have that same
corpse get to its feet and walk GNI
And I? I stood like a ninny looking
after It
The Policeman--The car was num-
bered 8,714, sir. It was at the June.
tlon of Piedmont street and Fairmont
avenue when I spotted it, and it wag
running way beyond the speed limit. I
gave the signal, and Dolan held them
up a block below.
Pretty Girl-Why, mamma, it was
horrid-perfectly horrid! Only think
of it-arrested-me! And poor Wil-
i kins-he wasn't going fast at all. Jute
as lf I should allow my chauffeur to
do that!
I, It would have been all right,
. mamma, and nothing would ever have
come of it if it Ladn't been for a stu-
pid little dowdy woman who tried to
cross the road right la front of us.
Billy! I could have shaken her! Of
course some one sae us then, and we
were stopped hy that horrid police-
Was she hurt? How should I know?
We went by so quick I couldn't see;
I and after that man stooped us-
humph! I was so indignant! As for
Wilkins, he was so queer I was half
afraid of him. Actually, I don't know
/ but the thing turned his mind.
The Chauffeur (to himself)-How
slow we go; we seem to crawl. I'll let
her out-oat-out! There-now it's
something like! Ah, the wind-the
, wind!--it thinks to conquer me. It
ibeats my face and stings my eyes into
'tsars. Conquer me-me? Why, a
'twist of my hand so-and so-and so-
! ah, now we're moving! Ah, ha Sir
1 ' 
Wind, and you fight the harder, eh?
I'll show you! There, take that, will
you?-and that-and that! I'll beat
I you yet you puny thing! Look at
the houses; look at the trees; sae them
fly at my approach!
What's that-that black thing
straight in my path? A woman?
Does a thing of sktrts and feeble
strength nee that think to stop my
course? No-a thoudknd times no!
On, straight on-not one inch will I
swerve! Ah, ha, she's down-down
beneath my feet; and I have won-
won!
The Young Woman (writes)-To you
my little book, I will tell the truth.
I meant to do that thing to-day. I
meant to have those wheels crush out
my miserable life. I thought it fitting
and proper that her pleasure carriage
should destroy the existence her beau-
ty had already made of no value. I
pictured him When he should see my
poor, dead body crushed into nothing-
ness by the woman who had stolen
his love from me; but, as the picture
grew in my vitoon I suddenly saw the
scorn In his eyes and the sheer on h s
lips that he bad ever loved so weak a
thing as I had proved myself to be--
sad 'twee 'hen tLat the wheels wers
almpst upon me! How I dropped L.)
the ground and slipped from the track
o. the e.onster, I do not know myself
-but I 'did it; and the ugly rubber
tires only ground my skirt Into the
dust.
And ncw I eau walk and talk and
laugh; and oh, little book, how good
just living seems!-Town Topics.
No Go.
"Here's a bit of verse," said the
caller, "which I dashed off while on
the train the other day. See if you
don't think it shows a little of what
you might call reserve power."
The editor read it through
"Yes," he said. "It shows entirely
too much reserve power. You shoffhl
have dashed it clear oft the train."-
Chicago Tribune.
Looking Ahead.
Redd-I see somebody ha. giyen
8260,000 to cOnstruct a stadium for the
syracuse university, where football
may be played. ,
Greene-Now, who Is going to endow
the hospital beds?-sYonters States-
man.
Formalities.
"Of course you are in favor of art'!-tration," 
 
said one diplomat.
I "Yes," answered the other. "It will!
at least insure a reasonable amount of Milh in Paris,
quarreling before the actual light's& In Paris the average price of pure
8411%"-"Niala otkL___.,_ilika litar Milk 111 33 8- 
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MISHAPS WHICH HAVE MARX=
HIS REIGN.
Thousands of Poor Subjects Crushed
to Death on Day of Corona-
tion-May a Fateful
Month.
It has been suggested that Nicholas
II., czar of all the Russian, is the un-
luckiest of living men. One would
have no difficulty in showing at least
that the czar has had more mischance
than any other inonarch on a throne.
His first mishap was that which
prophetically came to him in Japan.
He was touring Europe and Asia in
1891 with Prince George of Greece
Ossu, Japan, although he had haJ
splendid entertainment from the
mikado, there was a feeling antago-
nistic to Russia, and a Japanese drew
a sword to kill him, when Prince
George thrust it aside.
But what he was preserved for was
to turn later the first sod of the Si-
berian railway at the eastern end;
and for the dignity-which he in no
measure desired, but shrank from-of
the crown which came to him soon
after by reason of the death of his
father, Alexander III., at Livadia.
This attack occurred in May-e
month eventful to Nicholas II. It was
In May that he was born, 37 years ago.
Ike did not want at 26 to rule the
destiny of 130,000,000 peopld. He had
always detested official life and the
homage of courtier..But the duties
and responsibilities of autocracy fell
upon him.
He began badly. On the occasion of
his coronation thousands of his poor-
er subjects were crushed to death on
Khudynskol Plain. On that plain
came what many regarded as the fatal
evidence of the Ill luck which pursues
and makes his life woeful. Just be-
fore his accession he had become be-
trothed to the Princess Allx of Hesse.
This, too, was outside his reckoning.
Gossip had it that he didn't want to
marry a German princess and that the
Princess Helene d'Orleans, daughter of
the Comte de Paris, was very much
admired by him.
Ill luck seemed to pursue him in his
married life. For a time it seemed
as though has wife would bear him
nothing but daughters and no heir to
the throne. In 1895 she gave birth to
the girl christened Olga; two years
after to the one named Tatiana; twc
years later to Marie, then In 1901 to
Anataala.
Meantime the czar and the people
and the czarina herself were disap-
pointed. In August last year the czar-
ina bore another child-and it was a
boy. So his luck in this respect may
be said to have turned.
However much a liberal at heart, the
bast accounts agree that the czar took
up his Inherited authority f! rat with
distaste, and then with the firm pur-
pose of continuing his father's poli-
cies. He kept his father's counsellors.
and declared he would uphold the prin-
ciple of autocracy.
His ill luck interfered here, too. Pce
bledonostseff was obliged to retire. Mu-
revieff was taken from him by sudden
death. M. de Plehve, his baleful minis-
ter of the interior, a Muscovite grand
'later, was destroyed by a bomb. His
best beloved uncle, the Grand Duke &r-
ights, was blown to pieces by a bomb.
His governor of Finland was struck
down.
Death has threatened his own person
many times. In Italy, In 1903, a man
named Goertz was apprehended in time
to spoil a plot of assassination.
An anarchist obtained admission
to a state reception at the pal-
ace of Tsarskoe-Selo in the uni-
form of a superior officer of the gen-
darmerie and was discovered, 
withbombs in his pockets, just in time. A
girl student, Mlle. Merezheysky, was
frustrated in an attempt to kill him at
the spring review in 1904.
When, last January, with his court
the czar was ending the ceremony of
blessing the tyater of the river Neva
a shrapnel from a battery which was
firing a salute exploded near the rope
pavilion, killing one man and wound
lug others.
He completed the Siberian railway
as his father desired, in order to core
solidate Russian power in Asia and
extend the Rtuislah treie, IndusE6
commerce. But this railway was one
of the causes that brought about the
unlucky war with Japan.
The ineffectiveness of his numerour
reforms and attempts at conciliation-
annulments of peasants' indebtedness
openings of altars of the tlid P`alth
undisturbed worship, decrots of reeei•
Otte freedom to all, concessions to tht
Jews, abolitions of floggiag and Si-
berian exile-the failure of these bene-
fits to pacify his country might well be
ascribed to the sinister element which
seems to inhere in all his undertak
114111.
Then there are all the eisasters
the war with Japan and the massacres
In various parts of the empire to he
I considered in an account of the mile
chances that have attended his reign.
•
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GREAT SALE
WALL PAPER STORE
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TO P_DVERTISE OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS I OMR
THIS GREAT SALE OF WALLPAPER AT MANUFACTURER'S
PRICES. THIS SALE BEGINS MARCH 26TH, ENDING SATUR-DAY MARCH 31. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT GREAT OPPORTU-
NITIES mem TO EVERYONE, BUT MOST PEOPLE FAIL TO\
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM. SUCH WALLPAPER OPPORTU
NITIES AS THIS SALE AFFORDS ARE NOT LIKELY TO EXIST
AGAIN FOR MANY HOUSE CLEANING TIME& NOW IS THE
TIld'E TO BUY. SHREWD BUYERS DON'T GIVE OTHER PEO-
PLE MUCH TIME TO GET AHEADD OF THEM WHEN SUCH
BARGAINS AS THESE ARE OFFERED.
5c PAPER @ 25/2cts. PER ROLL.
Sc PAPER @ 5cts PER ROLL.
roc PAPER AT 7 cts PER ROLL.
15c PAPER AT tuts PER ROLL.
WE CARRY A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF PICTURES,
FRAMES, MOULDING AND WINDOW SHADES IN ALL COLORS
AND MADE TO ORDER IN ANY SIZE, WE ALSO CARRY A
LARGE LINE OF ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER AND CAN-
VAS AND TAX.
PEOPLE OF TASTE ALWAYS COME TO US TO FIND WHAT
THEY WANT. 'REMEMBER THE DATE AND PLACE.
vi rch 26th to 31st.
'ests11111118
C. C. LEE;
 Alin
AN INVITATION.
To our friends and patrons:
It is with pleasure we announce
the formal opening of our new store
and factory at 121-123 North Fourth
Street, March 29th, 3oth and pat
We will give • an . electrical
show on those dates.. A great many
manufacturers of electrical novelties
will have on display a line of their
specialties. We will also have in
operation the many new automatic
machines for manufacturing our nov-
elty specialties. ..Our .autocaobile
showroom will also be an attraction.
Thanking our many friends for
past favors, we remain, very truly, .
Fcremen Bros. Novelty Co., Inc.
Paducah, Ky.
• . • •.........mmoworm.
MAIM, CIAO & CO.
Undertakers and Embalmers,
130 •ouiti I LIIRD ST. :PADUCAt-C—Ki.
GENTio write for or big ww RIO catalogue_,. IS ALL IT _ALW T YIIII
spgrAzi.the Arrocomplete Use of his
arid SUNDRIES at &all111111.00' any other manufacturer or dealer in the world.
from isseyerarl 1111 ,
St stay pries,
oa arty head of terear, until haw received our complete Free .t.a-kire
direct
tonS and woodortul now offers made possible by selling from factory
illustrating and d ng every Mad of h1/4(11-gt.ide and low-gradebicycles, old patterns and latest models, and learn of our remarkable LOW
to rider with no middlemena profits.
WV stop ON APPWAYIL srtiliesta a toil &Asset, Pay ibis Freight and
allow 10 Days Free Trial and make other liberal terms which no otherhouse in the world will do. You will learn everything add get much voila-
able information by simply writing us a postal.
We need a MU, Assad in every town and can offer an opportunityto make money to suitable young men who apply at coca.
DO NOT BUY A 131017ILE
Prfoo $
08.50 per pair.
To Sat '.o
$8 0 PUNCTURE-PROOF TIRES ""
.80 
 
$A.80
WO Will Sell netell,TACKS
You a Sa OR OILASS
PIMP for orz OUT THE AIRWONT LET(case wit el ORDER .4.50
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TUS, PINS. NAILS. TACKS or GLASS.
81111011111 pillICIUree, like intentional knife cuts, can
be indoembed like any other tire.
Themilal_pdis sert la Waal use. Over
palm sell last pat. zany awuo.•
weligaiglirginty 
in all sixW
of rubber, which never becomes porous and which closes up small punctures
ade es. It is lively and easy riding , very durable and lined inside
without &nowise the air to tacape. We have hundreds of letters from satisfied customers stating
that their tires haw only been pumped up °ace or twice in a whole season. They weigh no more than
as ordinary tire, the puncture reung qualfties being given by several layers of thin. specially
prepared fabrk on the tread. That "Holding Back" sensation commonly felt when riding on asphalt
etr soft roads is overcome by the patent "Basket Weave" tread which prevents all air from being
" 
out between the tire and the road thus ovcrcoming an saatioa. Tbe regular price of these
tirlerdES.10 per pair, biller advertng rposes we are making a volel factory price to the rider
alf Ma, .1.10 per pair. olden i same day letter is received. We ship C.O.D on approval.
You do not pay a end Until you have examined and found them strictly as represented.
we will allow a sash dlommust els per cent (thereby making the price 1114.55 per pair) if you seed
MULL CASH arms ORDER and enclose this advertisement. We will also send one nickel
FtrtirtatuiVo TIP "it t"cas SorinPreInt Tikpntr cuts or ful•;"P11).id 'ler:(frr:tmetalflOtt expense if any re1111011 they are not satiaratito:yr onelleraminat Tires o
We are perfectly reliable and money sent to us te as ode as in • bank. Ask your Postmaster,
Sinker,ftprorr, or Freight Agent or the Editor of this paper about us. If you order a pair of
these time, you will sad that they will ride easier, run faster, wear better, last longer avid look
Weer than any tire you have ever used or seen at say 'mice. We know that you will be so well pleased
that when you want a bicycle you will give us your order. We Trani you to send us • small trial
order atoms beim* this le tire offer.
bullt-up-wboela. Waddles. Aka* parts and repairs, and11110AIMER-111121.e everything fl the bicycle line are sold by us at ball thalamus/
prieesebarged by dealers and men. Write for our big SUNDAY catalogue.Do Noy. w but write us a postal today. DO NOT TERME OF RUTIN° a
bicycle or • pier of tires from anyone until you know the sew and
wonderful Were we are making. It only costs a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.
MEAD CYCLE 0011101111Y, Dept.•"11L" CHICAGO, ILL
Notice the thick robber treed
"A" and puncture stripe "H-
and -0," also rim strip "II"
to prevent rim mating. This
tire wild outlast way other
make--sorr, ErAarre and
 A
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The Streets to Be Re-Construct
ed.
At the meeting of the g
ive"!
council last night, as a commit
tee of
the whole, to consider several 
that-
tars, it rejected, lour oi the ..ttlocks
recommended by the board of .
pubii
works and roncurred in five blo
ck of
streets retoknertenderr by the boa
rd.
The fonr blocks rejected were second
from jeffersO* n to Monroe and Wash-
ington to Clark street; Jeffe
rson
from First to Second street, and Fi
rst
from Jefferson to Broadway
. In
place of those four blocks the gene
ral
council substituted Fifth street 
from
Jefferson to Clay streets. That
 it is
impracticable to re-construct 
North
Fifth street without storm 
water
sewers down all of the streets 
froer
Fifth street to the river was dem
on-
strated to 'the satisfaction of 
the
board of public works at its i
neeting
last .week/by the city engineer, w
ho
is autnonty on such matters. 
There
is but one block on north Fifth 
thai
can be reconstructed witho
ut in-
stalling the stirm water sewers 
and
that is from Jefferson to 
Monroe
Street, by turning the storm 
water
into the Jefferson street sewer.
 The
member ot the board of public
 works
interested in property on that 
block
favors the reconstruction of t
hat one
block.
The general council is going 
upon
the idea that Fifth street can be 
used
as a drive way and it has been 
a
hobby with many people to 
recon-
struct Fifth street from depot' 
to
depot. This should have been 
at-
tended to last year before the 
other
contracts were let, for only enoug
h of
the .trett bond money is now l
eft
for nine blocks of streets, and fr
om
depot to depot is seventeen 
blocks,
so that idea must be abando
ned.
Now, the general council selects 
four
blocks on North Fifth street an
d the
re-constructed work ceases 
three
blocks from the depot. As the 
idea
to use Fifth street for a dri
veway
seems to be what the genera
l coun-
cil desires, it is rather incops
istent
that immediately after the a
ction to
reconstruct those four blocks,
 that
body by a straw 'vote signi
fied a
willingness to grant the street
 car
cosnpitty a right of way ove
r two
blocks of that four, and 
that two
Mocks will be altilsiveloned by 
persons
oht on a , pleashre .drive, an
d also
avoided by hatiifig;teams. 
All of
which makcai tt .ditheigHt to 
see the
wisdotia-of the. Wilt taken
.
r.s.t• Crie.1 clifnealtyb hov. ever, 
s‘ i!I
be the drainage, for tire cit
y engineer
states, emphatically that it 
will be
necesspry to install storm wa
ter sew-
era from. Fiftb. teeet, to the r
iver on
Monroe, Madison,. Harrison an
d Clay
•streetts. Those storm water 
sewers
cannot be installed at the cost of
 the
property holders on Fifth street
, nor'
at the post of the property 
owners
on those four streets, because th
ose
four steets are not to be &constru
ct-
ed, hence the expense will fall on 
the
city which will be considerablej just
to reconstruct four blocks on, Fi
fth
' street, two of which are to be 
used
by the street car line. Some of 
the
members of the general counc
il are
ender the impression that the s
ewer
authorized at Third and Har
rison
streets extends out Harrison 
street,
but it does not, it only runs f
rom
Third street to the rite
Every phase of the proposed i
m-
provements for the streets was 
dis-
cussed and considered by the 
board
of public works, and the conclu
sion
reached by .it was that the r
econ-
struction of the nine blocks it reco
m-
mended, was the best course for 
the
City 'to take. Of course the gene
ral
council has the right to differ, 
and
ere-no doubt satisfied that the change
'city engineer is mistaken., a
nd he is I
not liable to be mi
staken on a
problem so simple, the m
istake of the
change will be apparent 
to all when
the practical test is made.
Politics in Missouri.
Some of the republican
 leade{s
i‘re predicting that Misso
uri will be
carried again by that pa
rty in the
congressional election this 
fall. The
republicans stand no more o
f a show
of cacrying Missouri at 
that time
than they do of carrying 
Kentucky. 
TheSt. Louis boodlers knoc
ked out
the democratic party in tha
t state:
The honest democrats wer
e disgust-
ed with the party, voted 
for Folk
the democratic governor, an
d then
;crosstd over to the republic
an col-.
—
Unin so as tp get rid of the 
corrupt
democratic machine that had 
been
constructed in that state. Now
 that
the machine is out of busine
ss and
the true democrats have 
demon-
strated their power to clean ou
t le
party, they will now demand a
 cl
ticket an.d see that they ge 
it. f
they do, then Missouri will ro
ll up
an old-time democratic majority.
•
•
The Value of Public Franchises.
In Birmingham, Ala., the city 
au-
thor4ies have an eye to busi
ness.
When the Illinois Central and So
uth-
ern railroads sought entry int
o that
city a few months ago, the ci
ty in-
stead of falling all over itself 
and
saying "walk in gentlemen and t
ake
what you want," the city laid d
own
a cold business proposition 
and
made them pay for certain stre
ets
on which the railroads laid 
their
tracks, and one day last week tho
us-
ands of dollars was deposited in th
e
city treasury, as the proceeds of 
the
grants to the railroads. The ma
yor
of that city has called upon the 
belt
line people for $7.50s for a franchise
recently granted, and also on 
the
street railway eompany for Sio,00
0
for a franchise granted a week a
go.
We bel;eve in encouraging publi
c
enterprises but after a city reache
s
over ts,000 inhabitants every grant
for the use of tht public streets by
corporations should be paid for at
a good refund sum. These grants ar
e
never asied unless a company ex-
pects to make money out of them,
and it is but just and right that a
fair price should be paid for the
privilege. A majority of the people
of Paducah are opposed to any
more free grants, but unless some
concerted action is taken they may
expect to see the endless chain
game worked on PAllicah.
In the matter of shade trees Pa-
ducah is becoming somewhat negli-
gent. Eidery home should have sev-
eral trees or more in the yard. Be-
sides the comfort, nothing proves
a better iniestment than shade trees
ir. a city. Nothing ad6s more to the
beauty of a city than good streets
and plenty of trees. A few dollars
invested in shade trees now will in-
crease ben fold in ten years. Plant
trees and keep on planting them.
POINTED PARAGRAPHS.
•
It's a w'se mining stock that knows
its of n par. '
One can tisttare tell v.otez.:
aims at by what she tnisses. '
Any Man who is always wanting a
-day off is like'y to get a lay-off.
But few orators can hope to win
fame in costpetition with windmills.
There will be rascals in the world
just as long as there are fools in it.
Our idea of a true friend is one
who sets _us. only _from our ow* view
paint.
11•111.0=MP
suggested is the best; but 
unless the i !
Anyway, the Ohio man who was
.bitncoed at the tge of 85 lived to en-
joy a green old age.
Itis impossible to tell how much a
man is amused by the volume of
laughter he let's escape.
Occasionally one encounters a dig-
nified man who prefers to remain at
the bottom. of the ladder than at-
tempt to•climb with the crowd. _,
Physicians sag that no exercise is
as healthful as wiilking. This may be
true, but it is poor consolation to the
man who can't afford an automobile.
—Chicago News. /
••••••••••••
••••••In•
Always Got Value Received
Congressmen are deploring that
there are no more "free passes" being
passed around."- The fact is, thougfi,
that there never were any free pasee
s.
The railroad.; always got the fu
ll
value of the transportation
!Fill STREET -
ALSO INCLUDED
(Continued From First Page.)
mot's weight if "guy" wires ar
e not
tied ,:to top ,of the pole, an
d then
run down into the ground an
d at-
tached to a "deadrnan" und
erneath
tthe street or sidewalk, about t
wenty
five feet from ease of the po
le. The
'ndependent telephone comp
any
wants to plant some "deadmen
" and
attach "guy" wires to them. -to 
sup-
port their pole', but there ha
s been
a rule against .this. In this cas
e
Attorney Thomas Harrison of 
the
Home company explained to
 the
officials that is ires absolutely
 'trees-
sary for his co4teern• to have per
mis-
sion to plant these "deadmen" 
-to
hold up their poless else thee
. poles
would come down ararLAtic paint
 ot
be put in the first cless condit
ion
tended. After he pointed oot t
o
boards why they could .not W
yse Is
grant, it was decided, to let the
 Wird
of public wo.rks use its.discretion a
nd
designate where , these "dead
rnen"
should be plated.
All the abov business wan t
rans-
acted by the joint boles as-At 'com-
mittee of the whole, and is bin
d*.
This finishing the committee 
work,
MlayorYeiser , called the cosncil 
and
aldermen into joint official session
for purpose of eleoting sanitar
y in-
spectors, and a sewerage insp
ector.
All the members were presen
t ex-
ceptt Alderman Chamblin, and
 the
next natter taken up was select
ion of
;the city sewer inspector A. Bu
nds-
man, an Illinois Central railroad 
man,
was nominated, as was A. F
ranke.
Bundsman was chosen by a yot
e of
to to Franke's 9. Franke was 
the in-
spector last year, but Georg
e A.
Gardner, who was inspector 
several
years ago, was elected to tit; 
posi-
ttion last December by the
 city
boards. He refused the piace,
 and
Fkanlpe has been holding ove
r until
now when Bundsman is named
 for
the job.
The city sanitary inspectors
 were
chosen, they being R. F. Barnet
t and
J. A. Moller, former a br
other of
Councilman Barnett, while Mo
ller is
a tanner at Rehkopf's pl
ant. Bar-
nett was on first ballot sel
ected by
the unanimous vote of both
 boards,
while Miller got 15 votes, J. B
. Gil-
bert r, J. F. Nicholson o
ne and
Henry Brush 2, on the seco
nd ballot.
Only two inspecnors are 
necessary,
and the boats adopted a mo
tion that
they were to work under 
the entire
control of the board of 
health for
this city.
General Manager John Bleec
ker of
the street railway company, in
formed
the boards that a week ago, 
in apply-
ing for a franchise entitling
 hien to
lay streetcar tracks upon la
streets around the city,'he
proposed new route tracks fro
m Fifth
and Madison, up Madison to 
Trimble,
and out Trimble to Sixth. 
He said
that now the authorities had 
ordered
Fifth paved from Jefferson 
to clay,
hence his tracks would. 
run two
blocks over tthe improved 
work, that
stretch from Madison to 
Clay. He
wanted ,to know if there 
was going
to be any objection to his trac
ks on
his tracks on this two block
s of brick
sttreet named. Different ro
utes were
suggestted for him, one 
being up
Fourth from Madison to 
Clay, and
then out Clay- to ,Fifth. Nin
e of the
members of the boards t
hough signi-
fied their desire for him 
to go on
up Ffth from Madison lik
e originally
intended, while eight mem
bers want-
ed him to go up Fourth to 
Clay and
* Riverside hospital. 
This was the
vote taken on the question. 
simply to
get the views of the aut
horities, but
nothing definite was done,
 and will
not be until the matter of 
drawing
up the franchises is taktn
 up.
BUILDING
CONTRACT
' e
MR. CULLY LET '
CONTRACT
TO GEORGE KAT
TERJOHN
YESTERDAY.
Millinery Houses AM Give_ 
Their
Spring Opening This Wedelns
Commercial News. •
Yesterdey there was awarded
 to
Cottrador George Katterjohn by
the Roy L Cully Company, t
he con-
tract of constructing the han
dsome
three story brick buildi-g that 
will
be erected on tthe ground 
w5ere
now stands the small buildings 
for-
merly occupied b ythe Zola C
obb
millinery house and Dr. J. W. Pe
nd-
ley's office. This is on Broadw
ay
between Fifth asd Fourth stree
ts.
The building will ceist somethi
ng
like Sepoo, and Mr. Katterjohn yes-
terday anounced that he wo
uld
commence tearing down the old
buildings either today or tomorrow
.
Mr. Culley will sti.;rt his clothing
house in the structure yvhich 
goes
on ground that he has leased for a
period of fifty-sever 'years from the
realty improvement company t'iat
Iteatied ihe property for ninety-nine
years from the Maxwell estate.
Millinery Openings.
All the millinery houses of the
city are preparing for their spring
business with their semi-annual op-
enings that will occur this week dur-
ing Which time they display their
summer line of headgear which is
the dcts of business opening for the
sc-,..son. Some very tine exhibitions
art in store for the fastidious and
dainty.
Moving Headquarters.
The furniture factory people are
now moving their mate office from
Third near Broadway to their fac-
tory on Third near Norton street.
While they conducted their retail
stone down on Third in the busi-
ness center that was headquarters
also for the factory, but now that
they have sold the retail departmest
to Gardner Brothers, the main of-
noes for the factory are being
moved to the latter place.
New Management
The CumberlandTelephone Com-
pany has put under charge of Man-
ager A. L. Joynes of the local off
ice,
the two offices at Kuttoswa and Ed-
dyville. Mr. W. Ervis of Kut-
taws, will have personal charge of
the office and remain up there while
Mr. Joynes toes up every few days
to see bow things are running.
Coen King Thanes.
Mr Samuel Vickers, the great corn
king of Southtrn Illi-ois, was here
yesterday from over across the
river where last year he raised so,-
000 bushels of corn and erpects to
about double that this season.
Don't buy poisonous immitation
whiskey that is made in store rooms.
Pure whiskey can only be made in
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
pure "still house" article, made in a
home distillery, at Ur*, $2.o and
$3.00 per gallon Quarts and halves
in proportion. Oty retail department
417 Jefferson street.
STILL BURNING.
Gaswell at Caney, Kan., Continues
Shooting Flames.
Colonel John B. Hall, the real
estate man of -Whittemore's agercy
in the Fraternity building, yestete:ay
morning received a letter from his
brother, Mr. B. F. Hall of Caney.
Kan., wherein the latter said the big
natural gas well there was still burn-
ing and! shooting flames hundreds of
feet heavenward, with no early pros-
pects of dying out.
The well was struck by lightning
February 4th and has been burring
constantly ever since. The warmth
has caused roses to bloom right
around it, while the fruit trees are i
n
full bloom, as the tear of the peop
le
of 'that vicinity becomes greater every
day because they believe somethi
ng
horrible will happen if the well con-
tinues burning much longer.
MOTHER OF CAPTAIN DA
VIS
Died At Denver, Colorado Sunday—
Will Be Buried In Mississippi.
Captain Brineon B. Davis, the well
known architect, formerly of t
his
city, but now located at Lou:sville
,
received a telegram Sunday anneunc
-
ing the df ath tif his mother. Th
e
Courier-Journal crf yesterday contain
s
tthis account:
"B. B. Davis. of ros East Ken u
cky
street, the architect who drew 
up the
plans for the Armory bu
ilding, re-
ceived a telegram last night 
announc-
ing the death of his mother,
- Mrs.
Mbry Davis, at Denver, Col.
 Mrs.
Davis was seventy years old
. Her
death followed an operation
. She
was the widow of J. B. Dav
is and
lived in Denver with her 
daughter,
Mks. Kate Raymond. Earl 
Davis,
of Patterson, La., and J. B. Dav
is, of
Jackson, Tenn., are sons.
"Following the receipt of the 
tele-
gram B. B. Davis left for Denver.
 He
said it was likely that the body of 
his
mother would be taken to 
the old
home in Mississippi for burial."
CONTRACTORS FACE TRIA
L_
City of Philadelphia Will Begin 
Im-
mediate Criminal Proceedings.
Philadielphia, Pa., March 26—Crim
-
inal and civil proceedings are planned
against certain mea:and firms wbS.
have performed centred work' t
ea
municipal improvements accordin
g to
a statement made public tonight 
bl
the city committee of the city pa
rty.
During the last few weeks th
ere
has been some controversy bet
ween
certain reform. elements of tbe c
kt
and former Judge James Gay. dor
domi
private consel to MkyOr 'W
eaveq
over the delay in beieurine prontiS
e
criminal prosecutions. .Thls r
esult
today in a prolonged conferenc
e lief
tween the executive conemitteeo
t 'the
city party and Mayor Weanee's
 a*
visory board 
—' t
What took place at the co
act-end
was not ,trade publit but th
e execu-
tive committee immediatel
y made a
report to the city committe
e of the
c:ty -arty. Tonight the c
ity commit-
tee issued a statemest dec
laring that
proceedings would be insti
tuted at
•
once.
BORN IN IRELAND
One Hundred sad Sev
enteen Years
. Ago—Oldest Woman in
the World.
New York, March a,.—The 
oldest
woman in the world has been
 found.
Sht lives in New York a
nd was
born 117 years ago. Mrs. 
Margaret
Kelley says she was a babe 
when
Washington was president. 
George
III. was still king and reign
ing over
Great Britain when her blu
e eyes
opened upon the world in a 
peasant
cottage n Ireland.
Mrs. Kelley dimly remembers
 the
place of her birth. She is a
 loyal
soul, and asserts that she is a
 true
American, although she did 
not
come to these shores until she
 was
within a year of reaching the
 cen-
eur mark.
FRANCE DRIFTING BACK
WARD
Radical Changes in Religion a
nd
Social Life.
• Paris. March 24.—France is rapid-
ly becoming a country without 
a
religion. The Pa'ris govtrnment has
driven out of the country all metn-
ba -4101111111ble or rel
igious orders
and 'WOW. 11 a likelihood of the
state confiscating all church prop
-
erty to be sold to the highest bid-
der. There is no more religon so
far as the state is concerned and
people do not know just what to do
about beng marritd ,or buried or to
to put their children right with the
law.
It is argued by the Liverpool Un-
derwriters' Association that the Suez
canal he doubled in breadth or elese
that an entirely rew- canal be built
A LDNilivl °NI PIANO
Scientifically Constructed and
....of the Highest Er.cellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, KY.
S 
How About Your
Office Supplies?
We have a mighty fine stock of TYPEWRITE
R PAPERS, CAR-
BONS, MANUSCRIPT COVERS.
 INKS, MUCILAGE. PENS
AND PENCILS, RUBBER BAND
S, ERASERS. etc. As usual
our price is mighty low, much lower than th
e customary retail
prices. Try us and see.
Harbour's Book Department.
RUING
THAT PLEASES
Phones:
NEW-
4 2 0
OLD-
202.R
16- —>
IMUSUISO=UttnIOUtttlitttiSSUSUSE
KENTUCKY PRINTING
COMPANY
121S 4th St.
.... .
 .... 
. • . ..
.....
of every Policy of
• 1)1RE MUTUAL LIFE
of, New York stands
Tk Rrtt America Lift li-
mps Ca. Tko Comply that
HAS EARNED MORE
for Policy-holders
HAS PAID MORE
to Policy-holders
AND HOLDS MORE
for Policy-holders
Than any other Compay in the)•
...Writ.
Order your
EASTER SUITS
from
•
ILThompson r
Tailor
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg..
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
Office 1107 Meyers St.
Telephone 317,
TM FLIES
BE WISE AND i.:17.T A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
OUR CHARGES ARE ALWAYS
MODERATE. WE CARRY A
COMPLETE LINE OF BEAUTI-
FUL JEWELRY.
J. L. WANNER,
Jeweler
428 Broadway..
PHONE 772-A
omm••••••••••••••mispiiMIMPOWII
IIIII1MINNINIMIlt
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Buffet,
Palmer lioutse Bar.
L. A. Lagrimarsino,
Pictures, Diplomas, Certificates.
Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Cabinda.,
Framed right up to date in five ink—
utes time at the
KPADUCA IT MUSIC STORE
428 Broadway. '
4
4PUBLIC PARK
COMMISSION
MAYOR YEISER RECEIVED
COPY OF ENACTMENT
YESTERDAY.
Each Member Serves For Five Years
Gives $5,000 Bond, and the Com-
mission Has Supreme Charge.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday morning
received from Frankfort, Ky., a copy
of the bill passed by the legislature
recently, wherein provision is mide
for creation of a board of-x-PnbliC
;park commissioners for second clast
cities the commonwealth! Mitehrf ke
-enkyor is now spending much ti Me
pausing it in order to see What be
will have bo do to Comply with alsc
stipulation therein.
The bill says the commission shill
consist of Sve persoses; stair4664delyr
or deducts fro the woedinev-that. it
intently, men only shall holdijite.
missionerships, therefore Is• wilJ 414
lect acme but nudes. • At, Ilia,. bld
was some talk of the ma putt
a woman on, the bo Tmay
said be would select hi. ye co -
rnissioners sometime %hii; week or
next. One will be named for ogre
year, one for two AuraltRa. fcir three
years, one four our years and one
for five years. 14,fter 41i appoint-
ments are made, 'Yea 
'iv
I5,r then
holds for fire years, which is the
term for whit& gilk re-appointments
will be made by the year, whenever
there expires the' first appointment.
This one, two, three, four and fire
year idea is adopted so that after the
W DOWNTOWN
TICKET OFFICE
GENERAL AGENT DONOVAN
DIRECTED TO PROCEED
AND OPEN ONE.
Promotions Made As Result of
Resignation of Chief Clerk Mor-
row at Freight House.
Yesterday morning General Agent
John T. Donovan of the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, received a dispatch
from Chicago •headquarters, notifying
him that the higher authorities had
favorably considered the application
Qt Pga•ducaharis that adowntownticket
and freight office be opened here.
Continuing, the messag•e instructed
Mr. Donovan to intinediate/y maks
arrangements for the office and get
it opened as quickly as possible. The
information from the Windy City
also empowered Mr. Donovan to
close a contract for use of the build-
ing at sip Broadway for -he offices
and this he yesterday did. That is
tire place formerly occupied by The
Register until moving across the
street.
Mr. Donovan said be believed he
would have the new office opened for
,business by sometime next week, but
he will not have all the fixture, furni-
ture and equipment in there for some
days afterward. Just as soon as he
can get things in shape to do busi-
ness there, he will, do so, in order. to
convenience the public as early as
possible, even if everything is not
ready.
Mr. Donovan will make that place
his headquarters, but of course his
Announcement:
Mrs. Girardey's
First Showing of_
SPRING MILLINERY
TUESDAY, MARCH 27.
qp
board is created, one member's time
will expire every year.
The enattment stipulates that the
commission shall have supreme
charge, su,Ii asi buying, receiving
donations,letc., for park pur-
poses. The city legislative author-
ities simply set aside whatever more);
they want to every year for public
park purposes. The park commis-
sioners take this money, and then
have supreme authority as to park
businec. not having to go to the
balance of the officials lot anything,
u the act provides everything rests
within their power, such as buying,
selling, etc.
Each of the coirermssioners exe-
cutes bond i)f $3.nee for faithful per-
formance of hi ;tea. while the
secretary •: tht .,ard is, to be paid
whatever the balance of the commis-
sion thinks proper, not to exceed
$500
No money has been set aside for
park purposes this year. but the mun-
icipal authorities can take whatzver
is necessary out of the contingent
fund and. apply it to this use if they
so desire.
The mayor does not yet know who
he will select to fill the places on the
boar
Banker Gets Fivt Years.
Harrisonville, , Mo., Marti' 26.—
Thomas M. Casey, former general
manager of the Bank of Salmon and
Bank of Clinton, which failed last
summer with heavy Babilitiee, catch-
ing many poor depositors, pleaded
guilty here today in tht circuit court
to a charge of forgery, and was sea-
tenced to five years in the peniten-
tial*
demands necessitate him being much
of the time at the freight depot on
Sixth and Campbell streets. He will
move his stenographer, Mrs. Ida
Niehaus Smith from -the Sixth and
Campbell office to downton quarters,
while George Wiarfield, general pas-
senger agent and operator at thz
depot. The latter's successor has not
yet been chosen.
From the Sixth and Campbell
freight house there will be moved
downtown to the new office, Mr.
Ihirry Collins, who at present is one
of the freight bill clerks. His suc-
cessor there has not yet been chohen.
No. sio Broadway has been the
only location coirsidered, as when
Messrs. ,Disryer and Scott were here
last week they got an option .4)h it
and recommended that it be uised
%virtu the office was opened. .
The downtowh office is a source of
much pleasure to the business men
of the city, as they have bren anx-
iously desiring same for several
years, hut the railroali did not think
it was necessary. Now their acquies-
cence in the desire for the new office,
is an admission that the business in
and out of here is so heavy that an-.
other office is necessary to properly
handle same. and at the same time
accommodate the public.
Other Promotions.
Mr. L. T. Miorrow, the chief clerk
at the Sixth-sand Campbell itieet
freight house, resigned and has gone
to Louisville to take a place in tire
general freight office there. On ac-
count of L P. Kora being promoted
to chief clerk, Cashier G. Ballen be-
comes accountant, W. Al Bishop,
car service clerk, is promoted to
cashier, wile Fred Hisey /becomes
car service clerk. K. B. Wilson, as-
• 1,
sistant bill clerk, has resigned his
place at the freight department, and
been succeeded by Al /Roth.
A Few Golden Nuggets.
W. G. Archer of Owensboro, in an
address to the Commercial club of
Hardinsburg, gave them the follow-
ing golden nuggets of thought.
"Towns are made up of citizens
and the reputation of the town is no
more than the averag.: of its citizen-
ship.
"You should 'love your town best
of ag. For you this town is the best
town on earth.
"Have the f4low move out who
loves other (owns better than his
own. To jive in one town and love
another better is almost like prefer-
ring another man's wife to your own.
"Your town will be just what you
make it, and opportunities are what
men make them—you can make a
thousand, if you will. Opportunity Cs
everywhere.
"Kentucky has everything she
needs!" From this he paid a beta-
tiful tribute to her broad fields, fert-
tile valleys, fine blue grass, towerinj.
mountains, noble men, beautiful
women, bright sunshine and—good
moonshine. Just here a number of
months 'smacked, a hearty applause.
"Towns are never killed by com-
petition. They are not hurt from the
outsi6e6 As we citizens are the in-
side, we have the power to kill or to
make our town.
"Boost the booster. Support every,
thing in your town. If a man will
make a hundred thousand dollars and
spend it in your town, hug him—all
of you male citizens.
"A lot of measly old butters are
found in many towns, old fellowit
who will conclude every sentence
with 'but I'm afraid,' or 'but, its dan-
gerous,' or 'but something else.'
They 'but' a town out of the line of
progress and hold it in the rear.
"If some man makes money at his
business, don't every one else start
into the same business and ruin his
success and so divide the trade ,to
that there will be nothing in it for
any of you.
"You must have the best mit.-
chants, the best schools, the best
everything. Believe you have them
all, and tell others so.
"Take your home paper—and pay
for it. •Cultivate the fraternal spirit
Believe in each other.
Buy "Old Terrell" the pure "still
house" whiskey, for sale at 417 Jef-
ferson street, at $2.00, $2.50 and $300
per gallon. Quarts and halves in
proportion.
A Gallant Boy.
'A Bostonian was talking about the
late Henry Harland.
"Harland was a graceful, gallant
soul," he said. "Even in his boyhood
he turned the prettiest,compliments.
In his boyhood he studied Latin un-
der a charming young lady. This
young lady, calling him in class one
morning, said:
" 'Henry, name some of the chief
beauties of education.'
"The boy. smiling into his teacher's
pretty eyes. answered:
"Schoolmistresses."
The Independent Farmer Man.
Buy a farm young man. No matt
ter how small it may be, buy a farm
and prepare it so that your land will
provide you a living. Twenty years
from now the man who owns a f
arm
will be independent and will have a
t
NEW TELEPHONE
SUBSCRIBERS.
List of new subscribers added by
the East Tennessee Telephone com-
pany tollay:
I 518.---Ahcbe, G. F., Res., 1630
Jefferson.
, 9655&--RawleiT, Mrs. Ed., dressmak-
Jug, Broadway.
• 2259—Young, Walter, Res., 1413 S.
Sixth.
18227—Young, AV/ry, Res., 1206
25775—Wilson, John P., Grocery.
Tyler, Ky.
Like other commodities, te;ep
how:
service should be paid according 
to
Its value,
, W. have in the city about 
2,800
subscribers or five time, as many as
,the Ind pendent Co., outside the cit
y
land within the county we have 63
firms 5t1 many subscribers as the In-
otspendent Co. Yet. we wili jgact a
telephone in your fesblericial the
same rate the Independent Co. is
supposed to charge and provide in.
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
million people fom your home. Call
300 for furthes information.
EAST TENNIA4SEE TELEPHONE
COMPANY.
Fs comornal!d tke means of .a liveli-
hood. The expansion of manufactur-
ers can not go on. for ever and there
will come a day in this country, as
there has in others, when the supply
will exceed the demand and th only
absolutely sure occupation will be
farming. Buy a farm while one may
be had.
March is most certainly living up
to its reputations and the groundhog
has turned out to be a better prophet
than he was given credit.
Henry's
Headache
Powders
WAY be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer'. from • ix adaches--severe or
Mikt, occasional or chronic.
they never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIRP.
Easing the pain in a very few
Minutes.
J. N. Oellsclilaeltr
• DRUGGIST
SIXTH AND BROADWAY
TELEPHONE 63.
Dr. Sidney Smith
DENTIST.
Office over Globe Bank and Trust
Co.. 3o6 Broadway.
OLIVER, OLIVER & ICGREGOR,
LAWYERS.
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 214. Old Phone 30.t.
Rock, Rye
and Honey
Compound
Not a drink, but a reasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
La Gripp, etc.
Very Palatable.
50k and Si. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
7th & Jackson Sts. phone enSt Clay fits_ phone 31.
EDGAR W. WHIT4.8MORE,
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
PADUCAH Wu. EST.A:rks. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARM.
 awn
ECINTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTIMIT. WESTERN
merry= REAL ESTATE joultrog,m41016sci usr
FM TO EVERYBODY. WINDligiqr.
cm* ffs te. WAITTE.Xi"? rir... 1,es41sast4kt
INSURE WITH-- sm. • .-
•• ••.•4 -
L. L. BEBOUT
General Insurance Agency
COW 306 Broadway Phowes:Office 385—Resideace 1696
GUY NANCE, PRITZ KETTLER, M. 
NANCE,
Manager. A ssistant. Embalmer.
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer,
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 699.
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
NexttoWashlogOishes
The most despised drudgery of housekeeping is the care of 
the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they p
ro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a 
tztZhJill
Hot Water or Steam Systcm
Only one fire then needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed D. Hannan
Both phones aot. 232 South Fourth St., 325 Kentuck
y Avenue.
=====:.•=tttttnt
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work
 (Ube
Green River Slone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Mon
umental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON
 EXPOS-
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS;
 does not be-
come dark and discolored
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble„Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, 1609 TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, KY
.
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WEAR
Lender Lydon's
$3.000$3.50
We Make Shoes to Order'
309 Broadway, - Paducah,
...SHOES...
111111111188661111MMMIIMIIHNINHIetnall
1EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED.
Harness
$5.00 to $100.00
Per Set. Paducah Saddlery Company
We have any style you Incorporated
want, or will make
It for you. Corner Fourth and Jefferson Stre
ets.
RETAIL DEPARTMENT
fhirt*Fie
$30.00 to $150.00
Each'
Y.
••••••••••••••••••
We have ahy style yon
want, or wil: make
Paducah, Ky. it for pu
-rvapegelentri=i-PrAtawrripery-r-2inrrirmilirrINBU
RA-7117 `
•STENOGRA?HERS' ENGLISH
'I i AN OPEN-AIR' PHILOSOPHER
•
Some of Their Blunders Make thei
Employer'3 Life a Burden—
A Few Instances.
In some stenographic systems ase
arbitrary sign may stand for one, two!
or even three words. Sometimes the
mistranslation of one of these signs
leads to funny results, says Success
Magazine.
"The deed shocked the nation to the
heart-core," was what was said, and the
typewriter evolved: "The dead shocked
the notion to the hard car." "The rumot
was but transient, though," was hardly
recognizable as "The rammer was
trains end through." A rear-end col-
lision was evidently in that girl's mind.
"As manna fed the Jews." was in-
geniously tortured by another young
woman into "As mamma fed the jays."
Yet she was a Sunday school teacher.
"Plays, creeps and laughs, the inno-
cent," crooned the man, one day, mouth-
ing the opening lines of some projected
baby verses. When the typewriter
tapped out: "Plays craps and leaves the
innocent," he e "red her visage
closely.
He said: "The voice of Dr. Jocelyn
was heard calling for assistance," and it
came ont: "The vice of Dr. Josh Lane
was hard killing four assistants."
When "But she held Jake too dearly
for that, and so—peesed on," was dic-
tated, and it csune out: "But she held
Jacks, two, drawing for that and so
passed, one," would it have been unjust
to credit the girl at the machine woe
an elementary knowledge of gambling
Occasionally a new beast or bird is
discovered by the typewriter, thus
"The sea-quail was, etc.," the intentioA
being "the sequel was, etc." This was tn
Lise with a blunder made by the same
girl, who had avowed that "a gull sunk
ilie-schooner," instead of "a gale:" On
another occasion she declared that a
pair of lovers "hatched up a pretty
squirrel," instead of their having
"patched up a petty quarrel."
Havidg confessed that once upon a
thneshe had been a waitress in a popular
restaurant, the reason is clear why
"Foist the males of the dynasty" was
clicked out: "Filet, the meals of the
dinnersty." This sounds like a "made-
up," but it is fearful fact.
"The president was heard with ac-
claim;" dictated the man. "The present
was hard with a clam," was what the
typewriter insisted that he had said, as
she tearfully hunted for her notes.
EXODUS OF IRISH YOUTH.
Aged Parente and Small Brothers
and Sisters Left in the
Villages.
!Enunciates IIis Peculiar Views on
That Martyr to Humanity,
It is largely as a result of the unpre-
cedented loss of half its population is
half a century that the present condition
of rural Ireland is so interesting a study,
says Plummer F. Jon% in American
Monthly Review of Reviews. The de-
population of Ireland has largely
changed the life of the people, and the
Ireland of 'o-day lacks much of being
the Ireland of 60 years ago.
Owing to lack of labor, the former in-
tensive cultivation of the soil has
ceased. Tillage has been superseded by
pasturage. Thousands of acres that in
former years were teemtng with laborers
planting and working potatoes and
turnips, and harvesting wheat and oats,
are now turned out in grass, and the
song of the laborers and the whetting of
scythes have been hushed, and in their
place can be heard the lowing of cattle
and the tinkling of sheep bells.
In all parts of the middle, south and
west of Ireland one sees evidences of
this remarkable change—more remark-
able since the signs of former possession
and cultivation are still so evident. For
60 years the young and vigoi ous farm
hands have been dropping the hoe and
spade and emigrating to America, leav-
ing behind them to attempt their work
their infirm old parents and their little
brothers and sisters. The children
dream through their boyhood and girl-
hood of the time when they in eon can
go down to Queenstown and sail on the
6 big ship for New York or Boston.
Whole villages have thus been robbed
of their young people, and vast country
sections that once teemed with vigorous
farm laborers now contain but a handful
of men who are really capable of bare
labor. Indeed, one of the most striking,
and at the same time most melancholy,
. sights in rural.ireland to-day lalhanne
usually large number of despondent-
luokimeold men and women who mope
absent-mindedly about the roadways of
the country-side or the alleys of the
hundreds of semi-deserted villages.
Their sons and daughters have grown up
and gone to seek their fortunes in the
west. Not one in a hundred of them will
ever return to hoe and spade the rocky
lid Irish fields again.
Cheering.
"Didn't those hideous campaigq
caricatures make your wife angry?"
"No," answered the serene poli-
tician. "After studying them carefully
she has concluded that I am not near-
ly as homely as I might be."—Wash-
ington Star.
the Doctor.
•
The village oracle, old Lim Jucklin,
sxploiting his ideas on divers and
iuudry topic. in Opie Read's latest
cooks, says: "Every man that gets
money withoet stealing it earns it.,
reckon, but I don't know of anybody
that comes tearer earning it twice
sver than the doctor. He has to put
forth all the skill he has and then
must Ile to kete hope alive. And hope
ts the best meeicine ever discovered.
"A doctor Inuit know human nutdre
as well as medicine, and this knowl-
ulge mixed with medicine is what
makes one doctor better than another.
I've known 'em to git out of their beds
the coldest niehts that ever biowed
and ride ten z. lies to doctor a man
they knowed Isn't a-goin' to pay a
sent. It takes great strength always
to handle weakness; it takes a god-like
patience to des with the fretful and
not be warped -er to the side of con-
tinual peevish and whenever I
hear a doctor ;hin' I always re-
joice with him. odeuce in medicine
travels slow, for every human body is
an individual machine, and every
mornin' has a new e ay to go wrong.
And I've known me.. to be such liars
that they wouldn't tell a doctor the
truth as to how they felt, fearing they
were giving him a little tide:Inane:
The average doctor has s good sense
of humor and has stored up SOM3 of
the oldest jukes I ever heard, ani this
is in the direet line of hie usefulness,
for a sick man can't understand a new
folio as well as he can an old one.
nits old one mey bring up the memory
t former laugb and thereby do him
e•
"The saddest time for the sick man
is not when the doctor is coming to
see him, but the time when the doc-
tor's bill begins to pay its visits. It
ought not to be, but a' doctor's bill is
a mighty hard thing to pay. It is
like raying for a January overcoat in
July"
Mine Hospitals in Africa.
Positions as matrons of mine hoe
'Male are much sought after by nurses
In South Africa. Nearly all the Johan.
eesburie mines hay. their rerieete hos-
pitals, the matrons of which are well
paid and hare coo:M(11101e apartntenta5
WINTER BIRD, NEIGHBORS.
Many of These Much-Traveled Little
Fellows Are Surprisingly
Tama
It is surprising that there are birds
which come to us only to spend the win-
ter, says St. Nicholas, leaving us again
at the beginning of spring for northern
lands and snow-banked hillsides, where
the long day and pale twilight nights of
the arctic reign. Birds that raise their
broods in the tar, treeless northland,
where heather, grasses and stunted
alder's grow on a shallow, soaking soil
underlaid by a great depth of etersal ice,
at the approach of winter gather into
great roving flocks to surge southward
to the gentler climate of our bliesardy
"temperate" winters! Yet all young
country folks have seen these restless,
wandering flecks of winter lovers, and
occasionally even in the towns and cities
there arrive unfamiliar companies of
fat, fluffy birds, busily opening the
cones of firs and spruces, or devouring
the buds of the maples.
Many of these much-traveled little fel-
lows are wonderfully tame, and seem
not to experience fear of man so uni-
versal with animals that rear their
young In his neighborhood. Pine-gros-
beaks and cross-bills, whose real homes
are In the silent, moss-filled spruce
forests of the great north, will almost
allow themselves to be caught In your
hand! With the field-roving kinds, like
the snow-buntings. horsed larks, and
longspurs, this fearlessness is not
found, probably from the constant look-
out they are forced to keep against the
cunning and hungry white foxes and the
daring, trap-jawed little ermine that
persistently hunt them in their north.
land home. But the may little redpolls,
the creepers, kinglets, "little friend
chickadee," as the northern Indians call
him, and CI the other damp forest dwell-
ers, are as unafraid of us as they are of
the gentle porcupines and deer of their
home woods.
Veiled Auctions in 'India.
In the course of an interesting met
on shellac, communicated to the Phar-
maceutIcal society, Sir George Watt, C.
I. E., described the quaint practice
adopted at the auctions In India. The
buyers and sellers join hands and sit
facing each other:a cloth being thrown
over the hands. The buyer presses cer-
tain fingers of the seller's hand, thus
making an offer. This is usually reject-
ed by a motion of the head. and further
finger pressing ensues. Finally the bar-
gain is struck Nithout a word having
been utte-ed. The advantage claimed
for this system is that the buyer may
proceed from one seller to another and
make_Ille litirChaem_without his price
being known to other dealers—London
Mail.
London Legend.
There is a curious legend In regard
to Deadrnan's place, Sontliwark, Lon
doe. An ingenious old writer says
that the name originated as follows:
"In Des iman's place, at St. Mary-
rverus, a man servant being buried at
seven of the clocks in the mornibg,
sad the grave standing open for more
dead Commodities, at foure of the
clocke in the sartte evening he was got
tip alive againe by a strange miracle;
which to be true and certaine, hun-
dreds of people can testifie that sawe
him acts like a country Ghosts in his
white peackled sheets." However, a
more exact historian explained that
the name was merely a corruption of
"Desmond's place."
Where Did He Get It?
Bacon—He made all his motley In
Washingtori.
ffigbert—And is he rich?
"Was he a congressman or a wale
Kr —Yoakum gigetesman. ,
PHONOGRAPHIC TRICKS.
Interesting TrIcks That Are Per-
formed with a Talking
Machine.
Some interesting and amusing
"stunts" that may be performed with
a talking machine, graphophone or
phonograph are described. In addi-
tion to the machine itself, says the
Scientific American. The author notes,
a recorder and a few blank records
will be needed. The first trick, which
he names the "Speech by Tom
Thumb," is thus performed:
"The machine must be speeded up
as high as possible, and an arnounce
ment recorded on a blank in a deep,
loud voice. The machine should be
quickly slowed down to eighty revolu-
tions per minute, and the speech or
monologue recorded at that speed,
care being taken to articulate dis-
tinctly. When the blank Is full and
reproducer may be substituted for the
recorder, and the machine be brought
up again to high speed at which the
announcement was made. When the
record is reproduced at this speed the
the result will be the loud voice of
the announcement, followed by a rap-
id, pinched-up little voice making the
speech.
The second trick described is the
reproduction of a whistling deist, in
which both parts are performed by
the same person. This is effected as
follows:
"Put On a blank, and after the speed
hi at about 160 revolutions whistle
some popular piece of which you
know the second pakt. When the
record is full set the recorder back
to the beginning again without stop.
ping the machine. When the record-
ing Points gets to the commencement
of the piece the first part will sound
faintly in the recorder, thus giving
the cue and the pitch for the second,
which should be recorded not quite so
loudly as the first.
"Several modifications of this ex.
periment will suggest themselves. The
first may not be perfectly successful,
but that need net be considered a
drawback, as a spoiled record can be
easily cleaned with a rag and a little
kerosene. The rubbing should be
lengthwise of the cylinder till the lines
are all removed, attar which a soft
cloth is wrapped around the record
to give a polish. Hard or gold-mold-
ed records may also be cleaned in WI
way, which fact suggests another
amusing trick.
"This will call for two records,
preferably talking selections, which
are exact duplicates. One of these is
'doctored' by cleaning off the latter
half, the rest being protected by a
piece of writing paper wrapped around
and secured by an elastic band. On
this blank space various remarks
should be recorded, which should be
very different from those origtrially
there. The good record is to be
played through first. While saying
that you will repeat it the second
one is quickly substituted in the ma-
chine, and, of course, starts off exact-
ly like the first one. When the 'doc-
tored' portion is reached, however,
a change will be noticed, but cannot
be accounted for by the hearers.
"By taking two records of entirely
different character, cutting each in
two, and putting on a half of one and
a half of the other, we can often jump
from the sublime to the ridiculous by
quickly flipping the reproducer across
the gap from one to the other. With
care the thinner half one of these
records may be slipped halfway on,
In a reversed position, and when made
to rim true will produce everythind
backward. • curious thing about
such records is that thr voice one
hears in the proper direction is In-
stantly recognised 'when reversed, but
is, of course, unintelligible."
Truth About Moonshiners.
Novelists who have written about
moonshiners have cast about them a
glamor that Is not real. We are led
to infer from works of fiction, says the
St. Louis Giobe-Democrat, that the
moonshiner makes whisky and refuses
to pay tax on it purely on principle.
He does it to show that he has • free
and untrammeled soul, according to
the writers, And he is always possess-
ed of a pretty daughter. As a matter
of fact, the moonshiner makes whisky
and avoids the tax for revenue only
and his daughter is a "fright." The
whisky, too, is atrocious. The oleo-
asargerine-maker is a nicer person than
the moonshiner; he is not so averse to
water that he never takes a bath and
he does not regard murder as a pas-
time. So we would commend him to
our writers of eomance as a worthier
subject than his mountaineer proto-
type. jie is more accessible and eater
and in time can be made a picturesque
figure.
Smokeless Pipes.
It would scarcely appear that a fee-
tory could build up a profitable trade
In pipes which could not be smoked
under any circumstances through the
fact that the stems were made solid
instead of hollow, but there is a WSJ
tory in England which makes thou-
sands of gross yearly. They are sold
to the shooting galleries, where a pipe
has always been found one of the
cheapest and at the same time most
satisfactory targets. Ovie shrewd pot-
ter found that he ceituld Skate the
goods cheaply by not piercing the
stems, and practically occupies that
field all by himself.
The Ways of Men.
Few doctors are willing to take
their own medicine; when a, lawyer
gets into trouble he hastens to hire
an attorney, and it Is hard for peo-
ple to admire an aftist who paints
his own portrait.--Chicago Record
Herald. ,
KEEPING TEE WORL4b WARM.
Safe to Predict That the Temperate
Zones Will Always Be
Comfortable.
If all the peoples of the earth should
suddenly insist on being kept as warm
during the cold months as the average
American does, the resulting demand
for fuel would revolutionize the world's
trade and transportation, says Youth's
Companion. Nothing impresses our
winter travelers among the eivilized
peoples of Europe more than the low
temperatures which they endure. Mr.
Howells, in his recent book, "London
Films," casts a gentle slur on the Eng-
lish fireplace, with its meager outgiv-
tag of heat, but concedes that "At the
end it is &question of whether you would
rather be warm and well, or cold and
well; we choose the first course, and they
choose the last."
The rest of the world makes small de-
mands upon the fuel supply for warming
dwellings. In some cold regions of the
earth it is regarded as detrimental to
health to have rooms artificially heated.
In many cold regions the people have
little more artificial warmth than the
domestic animals in our barns.
The United States has been peculiarly
fortunate, first in its enormous wooded
areas, and second in its coal-beds, oil-
wells and natural gas. The coal supply.
it is estimated, will last, at the present
rate of consumption, nearly 3,000 yeare.
However long the great coal supplies
of the world may hold out, it legate to
predict that the peoples of the temper-
ate zone will not have to migrate to the
tropics each 'winter, even atter all the
coal is exhausted. The winds and the
tides may be harnessed to dynamos as
effectively as the waterfalls, and there
are other heat-giving possibilities; but
for the present coal is the world's chief
rellemce for artificial heating.
PRESIDENT AS SUPPRESSOR
News of Government Proceedings
Often Withheld by Mr.
Roosevelt
President Roosevelt Is the most
successful suppressor of news that
the country has had in the White
House for the past 26 years. If a
topic is discussed at the White House,
and the president decides that it
would be unwire to let the news of
it get into the newspapers, he has
no trouble in effectually "bottling up"
all those participating In the confer-
ence.
This policy of keeping certain
things quiet, says the Brooklyn Eagle,
has been tried In the past by other
presidents, but none of them was so
successful in it as Mr. Roosevelt. He
has an impressive manner of letting
nis confreres know his wishes. ard
it is rare indeed for one of them to
disobey the injunction of secrecy.
This fact has been brought out a num
ber of times lately, particularly when
New York polities have been under
discussion at the White House.
President Roosevelt has very lib-
eral ideas about publicity in connec-
tion with national affair., and gives
his cabinet °freers great latitude in
talking with representatives of the
press about public matters. But it
sometimes happo.ns that he believes
that publicity wirt do no good and a
great deal of has in. In such CAL.A8
he imposes secrevy, and his caution
is Invariably strictly observed.
PATENTS HARD TO GET.
such Red Tape le. Ifeceesery to Ob-
tain Eight o Inventoa in
Mes ice.
To procure a patent in Mexico the
party making application, unless pres-
ent in person, must furnish his repre-
sentative with a letter of authority—
cart& de poder in Stanish--sIgned by
himself dr" herself in the presence of
two witnesses. Ordinarily legalization
by a Mexican consul Is not required
It must be borne la mind that One
carts de potter will not answer for
several applications, us each applica-
tion for either patent or trade marl:
must be accompanied by a separate
earta de poder. This must be accom
periled by a full and cxmplete descrip-
tion, and claims of sine for the inven-
tion. If they are eve in Spanish
ready for filing they must be in tripli-
cate, on clear white ',steer 330 by 215
approximately 13 by liise
Engliah Inches, written with type
writer on one side only of the paper.
:easing on each sheet it left hand
margin of one-fourth the width of the
eeper. Of course if they are not
Aelit in Spanish the local representa-
tive attends to all the de•alls, which
is by far the better way. He should
be furnished with full names, protege
eitisesahlp--- and__ rat:eh:ince of
applicant.
Bicycles in Germany.
Consul (knees! Guenther ut Frank-
fort reports that, according to a corre-
spondent of the Frankfurter Zeitung.
only a very insignificant portion of the
bicycles used in Switzerland is sup-
plied by the home industry. During
the last live years 74,50k bicyclee were
imported into Switzerland, of which
49,500 were German. 12,500 Freneh, 6,-
000 A.mreicen and 1,700 Englieh. Less
titan ten years ago Mushiest oonteolled
the Swiss bicycle market; to day the
English trade therein almost nil
The Zeitung correspon nt says that
the imports from Germany are steadily
Increasing, keys, bells, lanterns, oil
cans, etc.., coming atost exclusively
from Geriliany.
His Living Expenses.
Mr. Jackson (surprised )—So yo' find
ro'r living expenses are reciuced ones
half since you got married?
Mr. Johnson (desoerately)—Ya4s,, de
other Lilt' has to go for household ex-
pensee,-7-jdge,
TITLES CHEAP IN EUROPE.
An Instance Illustrative of the Read-
iness with Which They Are
Accorded.
"The martial spirit that Pervades
Europe makes the average civilian very
much of a nonentity as he journeys
about tbe gay capitals across the wee
ter," remarked Henry Stern, accord
lag to the San Francisco Chronicle.
"Which leads up to the advice that,
If you want to attract attention when
you go to Europe, you want to have a
military title attached to your name.
The fact was forcibly impressed on
my mind while I was on a European
tour some time back. The clerk at
the Grand hotel in Paris remarked to
me that two distinguished officers from
my city hed been spending some time
at the hotel a little while before. I
was curious to see who they were, so
we looked back over the register for
their names. We found them with-
out much trouble. The first to greet
my gaze was written down in this
fashion:
"Co!. M. H. Hecht, San Francisco,
Cale U. S. A.'
"Further down on the page," inter
rupted the clerk, "you will notice the
name of (lea. Salz."
"There, in a bold hand, was in-
scribed 'Jacob Salo Gen, Mer., San
Francleco, Cal., U. S. A.'
"What actually happened was this,
as I subseeuently learned. Sala, who
is well known as the.,owser of a big
tannery at Benicia, arrived at the ho-
tel. and, noticing Col. Hecht's sam•
and title on the register, decided that
he needed a title himself. So ha wrote
after his name what he thought was a
proper abbreviation for 'general mar
chandise.' It worked beautifully. Dur
hag his stay at the hotel he was re
spectfully addressed as 'Gen. Sale.**
THE MOUSE IN THE AUTO.
Description of a Trap That Gives the
Captive a Bide After It Is
Caught
Now it is an automobile mousetrap
It is made of perferated tin and has
three wheels. The wisest in front is
several inches in diameter and resent
bles the wheel in • squirrel cage,
says the New York Sun.
When the mouse has entered the
trap and taken the bait, thus closing
the door behind him, a littlo passage
leads him to the big wheel in front
Here an Ingenious arrangement allows
him to get in but prevents his getting
out of ),he big wheel once he has en-
tered.
In his efforts to escape the mouse
sets the big wheel to whirling. This
rests on the doer and acts like the
driving wheel of a locomotive. In a
minute the mouse is- spinning about
the floor.
Just why It should be thought ad
visable to give the mouse an auto
mobile ride after he is caught the
mousetrap eealer doesn't know. What
Is more to the point with him is that
the little novelty has attracted a good
deal of attentioa and hence sales have
been frequent
WATERSPOUT IN THE ALPS.
Startling Phenomenon Recently Wit-
nessed in One of the Moun-
tain Lakes.
The rare spectacle of a waterspout
on one of the Swiss lakes was wit-
passed, and fortunately photographed,
on the afternoon of June 19 last. The
phenomenon appeared at a little after
four o'cleck, in the middle of the Lake
of Zug, which lies at the foot of the
Rig!. Observers at Felsenegg saw A
vaporous cone form in the lower past
of the clouds hanging over the lake,
while at the same time the water di-
rectly beneath began to wrinkle In a
peculiar manner. Then a foamirg
butt, with high, whirling walls of
water, some 30 feet in diameter,
formed in the center of the lake. A
huge jet of water leaped upward
while the cloudy cone descended from
above until a funnel was formed con-
necting the lake with tha clouds. I be
height of the funnel was estimated at
from 4,0)0 to 5.000 feet. The entire
phenomenon traveled southeastward
yell a high wind, and lasted about t,)
minutes.
Rivers Under Desei te.
The desert places are flowing with
rivers. The great Sahara, to the south
of Alger:a, is deriving great Len fits as
the outcome of a government irriga-
tion mission, •vhich has been intruste
with the task of boring for water at
conskierable depths. In many parts
abundant springs have teen root whics
rice to the surface and enable cultiva-
tion of land which has long been
waste. Some of the borings may reach
a depth of from 1,6S0 feet to close upor
2,000 feet. Already It is possible la
metals of the palm groves in the oases
to get doable the water formerly avail
able.
"Balaklava" Bugles.
Bugles that "sounded the charge of
the Light Brigade at Balaklava" are
as common in England as the original
cherry trees! that °wire Wathington
did not cut down are in America. Now
Lord Tredegar, who was one of the
600, says the charge was not sounded;
that the troopers were among the guns
before anyone thought of a bugle
order.
J. HEN u ICK. J. G. MILLEN
W M. MARBLE.
Hendrick, Miller
and Marble.
LAWYERS
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build.
lug. 523 1-2 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts et the
state. Both Phones 31.
Harnilses.
"I learned a smattering of every-
thing in college," said she.
"Don't you think that was a bad
Idea?" some one asked.
"No, you see I didn't get enough of
anything to unfit me for b'eeoming a
real •good housekeeper."--Detreit Free
ana.
 •
DR. R. E. !WARN[
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO, 44,4,
0. D. Schmidt
Architect and Superintendent.
sox Fraternity iltaildiag.
Old Phone QS Red; New Phone is.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
tao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Photos 335
Office bows II to to a. in., I to g
p. tn. and 7 to 9 p. m.
4
Lemon Chill Tonic
IS A GENERAL TONIC.
A CERTAIN CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD REMEDY.
WILL CURE NERVOUS TROU-
BLES AND WILL RESTORE TH11
WEAK AND SICKLY TO PER.
FECT HEALTH.
FOR SALE AT ALL DIU.
STORES.
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
wet pracdos to all courts of Kom.
twig .
DR. W. C. ICITBANZIL
(Homeopathist.)
Office, 3o6 Broadway—Phone
Residence, lig Broadway.
Phone 149.
J. C. Flournoy Cadl Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LA WYERS1
Room to, tr and is. Coberskie
PADUCAH, KY.
Dr. B. T. Hall
Offke with Drs. Rivers & Rivers. is
Nort hFiftia. Both Phone au.
Residence zoo Clay, Old Phone illgs
EXCURSION
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pete.
St company--the cheapest sod base
excursion out of Paducah.
$8.00 tor the Rood
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It Is a trip of plrasura eetnidelle
and rest; good service, / table,
good rooms, etc. Boats •le each
Wednesday and Saturday 3 p. a.
For other information apply to Jas.
Kogee, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truelart
-T:Ttivers, M. D.
OFFICE T20 NORTH FLPTII
TELEPHONES
Raid/ace 401 mai sa
Or. Childress
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND
THROAT.
Office and Residence, Rooms 3 and 9.
Columbia Building. -
Phone 1041—Red.
7. B. harrison,
CITY ATTORNEY 1
Attorney-at
-Law.
oms 13 and ye Columbia Bundlas
Old Phone mg.
•
•
RUIN THE PICTURES. - CHAFING DISH "BLUFF."
PEOPLE WHO
CAMERA
1Concoctions Always Cooked Before
"BUTT IN" WHEN They Are Brought in from
IS WORKING. the Kitchen.
Scenes Carefully Arranged by Novi-
ing Picture Artists Are Dis-
turbed and Rendered
Useless.
"Our work Is sometimes seriously
interfered with by the buttinskis, and
then again there are times when their
slamming in helps us." said the man-
ager of a moving picture concern, who
himself frames up the incidents and
supervises the, taking of the pictures.
"It is impossible to guard against the
folks with the butting-in habit, for
when they see anything unusual com-
ing off on the street or in any public
place their natural busybody instinct
takes hold of them, and they're bound
to nudge up and take a hand in the
proceedings.
"Over in Trenton a few weeks ago
I fixed up • horsewhipping scene.
The first part of the set was easy
enough to get. It was a scene in a
restaurant. In which a pretty girl,
seated it a table a little distance away
from another table at which a frolic.-
some man with a homely wife is din.
tag falls to making goo-goo eyes at
the man.
"The second scene, in which I ar-
ranged to have the horsewhipping take
place, took place outside the restau-
rant We'd got police permission to
take the pictures. and I had two or
three men stationed in front of the
restaurant to keep the crowd back
while the phony horsewhipping was in
progress.
"When everything was all set and
the machine was snapping away at the
homely wife laying the lash across
the face and shoulders of the flirta-
tious girl—the lash looked like rattan,
but It was a phon,y, and didn't hurt
at all—our troubles began.
"First a big vannigan of • man
slammed in and grabbed my homely
woman by her lash-wielding arm,
bawling that be didn't believe in see-
ing no woman stinging another wom-
an like that, and that queered one set
of Alms. The machine had to be
stopped while the big buttinski was
being informed that the thing was
orly a tableau, and that he didn't
belong to the picture.
"He took the gibes of the crowd sour-
ly, at that, and looked to be in so
much of a mind to kick our gear to
pieces that I had to get a cop to walk
Wm down te street.
'When we got all set again and the
horsewhipping of the flirtatious girl
was once moes going on a scrawny
11:.tehet-faced woman, who had just
jellied the outer circle of the crowd.
ar d who wasn't up to what was corn-
Irg off, rushed into the scene with a
shriek. grabbed my two acting women
by the hair, and started in to rough-
'house them both for their 'indecency
In fighting on the street,' as she yelled
at them. The machine had to be
stopped win
"The incident as I had framed it
or didg't call for anything like that
I had it arranged that after the whin
p'eg had proded for a space the
gellty husband of the homely wife
was to rtish,in and attempt to bey
arate the two women, when his wife
lima to turn on him with the lash, cans.
lug him to skidcloo down the street
The girl with the goo-goo eyee was te
seize the whip from the other wom-
an's hands and .z.rt in to get hunit
for the cuttine she'd received, the
scene ending ea that way."
CETHRON1NG OF ALCOHOL
Being Brought About by the Not
ern Spirit of Scientific
Research.
---
Another potent factor in the detbron
Inc of alcohol has been the spirit ol
scientific research or recent years, says
an Open Letter, In Century. In the
great laboratories scientists have been
carefully studying the effects of alco
belie liquors upon the various organs
of the body. and, although they differ is
their conclusions upon some points, the
result is that those physicians who have
most closely followed these Investigs.
Sloes have, almost or entirely, abjured
alci °lice as a neceugary part of theta
therapeutic outfit. These elaborate
studies of alcohol hsve convinced many
that the nourishing and strengthening
properties formerly ascribed to alcohol-
ics existed only in the imagination, and
belong to the erroranf an age which had
no facilities for accurst:, observation
The food qualities of the grains and
fruits, it is now believed by many au-
thorities, are destroyed in the process oi
raking alcoholic drinks. Even the
stimulating qualities ascribed to alcohol
are denied by many, who claws It among
the narcotics because of its depressant
effect
When Game Was Cheap in Kansas.
Even as late as 1886 and 1861 vent-
eon was as cheap as beef in the fall,
the choicest cuts selling for 1214 centr
• pound, while wild turkeys could be
tad for 75 cents each when tame tut..
*eye no larger sold for a dollar. Brant
sr wild geese were hard to get rid of,
as no one liked their meat. There
was little fishing, not nearly so good
as now, and the nab were nearly all
perch or cat. The fine herd of 200
head of deer In Uncle Joe Lewis' deer
park came from a pair he caught in
the early days and penned up in a
pasture lot. —Anthony Republican.
Congo Salt ligaedies.
Along the central part of the Congo
river there are a number of salt
rz
rshes. The Africans dig shallow
se in these, whence issue streams
rot hot water which, on being seep.
prated. lestves a reallt.4 of salt. _
The waiter placed the chafing dish
carefully on the table and removed the
cover with a flourish. It was a very
ornate chafing dish with silver lobsters
holding up the bowl, and the lamp was
ornamented with crabs and fishes and
other denizen* of the deep, says the
New York Globe. "I wish he wouldn't
take away the cover," complained the
girl who prided herself on her ac-
quaintance with the saucepan. "I like
things well cooked," and she stirred
the savory mess with a big spoon and
turned up the flame of the ornate lamp.
The wafter approached with a cynical
smile and informally, familiarly, per-
haps even a bit Impertinently, he said:
"Ws thoroughly cooked, miss. Was
cooked before it left the kitchen. That
dish is just a bluff. If we served
things half cooked the restaurant
would be boycotted in a week. Every
one thinks he can malts tillage in a
chafing dish and likes to turn the lamp
up and down and stir the contents of
the dish, but not one in a thousand
that orders these things could cook
them It's all a bluff. The chafing dish
Is very good to keep a thing hot and—
I think the rarebits ought to be served
in them, but It's all a bluff as far as
restaurant cooking is concerned. The
stuff that's served in theta is not
cooked In a chafing dish either before
or after it reaches the table."
And then the girl, with as much dig-
nity as she could command, served the
crab-meat and deftly heaped the green
peppers at one side and the mushrooms
at the other side, and tried to look as
If she didn't know the waiter was
within a hundred miles.
SOUTH AFRICAN HORSES.
Nine-Tenths of the Animals That
Are Now Sold Are Raised
by Kadin.
South Africa is foreseen as whitev.
lug its destiny by becoming one of the
great horse produchrg countries of the
world. At the present time the man
who would dabble in horse flesh needs
both experience and courage. The
Kars provide nine-tenths of the
horses sold. When a dealer arrives
in a native territory he sends round
word that he has come to purchase
horses and the natives roll up with
ail sorts and descriptions of the equi-
nine tribe, which for the most Psrt
are of no earthly use. The man picks
out an animal and the owner names
an exorbitant price, which he never
hopes to receive, the dealer offering
a sum which no sane man could ac-
cept. But eventually a price is agreed
on and the owner receives a written
order for the amount, which he re-
deems in the evening by coming to
the dealer's hotel and receiving cash
By easy stages a descent is made on
the next purchasing site and by de-
grees a decent sized troupe is got to-
gether. When ithese arrive at their
final destination their original owners
would not recognise them. They have
been clipped on ti' way down, had a
few condition powders and had a gmn-
eral cleaning.
ROME WITHOUT A COCTOR.
---- —
For Six Hundred Years the Em-
pire Was Minus a
Physician. s
According to Pliny, Rome fLzurished
for GOO years without a doctor. It is
maintained by some, however, that
when making this Etat-ment Pliny wac
not aware that certain Greek physi-
cians resided in Rome, at least during
a part of the period named. But there
Is certainly no question that in the
early days of its history, physicians
were very scarce In Rome, and doubt
le I Lerause there was little oceasion
for their services. With the advance
of civilization maladies have multiplied
and with the increase of disease there
has lisen a proportionate increase of
physicians. There are at the present
time in the United States not less
than 150,000 physicians, and the num
her is increasing at the rate of several
thousand annually; Whether or not
the world is better for this great mul-
tiplicity of medical men is a question
upon which there may be a difference
of opinion.
Colors in Glee*.
Changes in the color of glass are
caused in subjeetteg It to the action
of what are known as ultraviolet rays
of light. Something of the same sort
may be observed on high mountains,
where old glass from bottles originally
green, *Pet( exposure to the light of a
great elevation in the regions of per-
petual Know, attains a beautiful pale
purple tint. The same result may also
be seen in connection with the glass
Insulators used on telegraph or tele-
phone lines In mountain districts.
Hub.
"What makes Skribbler walk so
chesty?"
"Why, man, that fellow used to
conduct the 'Through the Looking
Glass' column on a paper down in
Indiana. If you look close you'll see
a cute little halo around his head
when his hat is off., He knows Riley
and all those big guns by sight
Why shouldn't he walk chesty?"—
Milwaukee Sentinel.
He Hoene Well.
"I meant to start off the new year
by giving the first woman I saw stand-
ing up my seat in the street car. But
I didn't do it"
"Old habit too Strong, eh?"
"No; I couldn't get a seat to give
lyer."—Cleveland Plain Dealer,
A TEST BY FIREMEN.
EXPLOSIVES BURNED TO AS•
CERTAIN THE DANGER.
Cartridges Explode with Inaufficipat
Force to Do Much Damage— •
Interesting Expert-
meat,
La interacting experiment was made
a few days since at the convention of
firemen at Duluth, says the Boston
Herald, for the purpose of having de- ,
terinined the extent of danger there ,
was to firemen in entering a burning
building known to contain ammuni-
tion. In a great many hardware stores,
It is known that ammunition is carrIed
in stock and in gun stores ammuni-;
tion, of course, is a regular part of the
stock in trade. It has been thought'
that this'class of material was of a
character that would prove seriously
dangerous in ease of fire, because fire-
men would naturally be afraid to en-
ter buildings where, in consequence of
explosions, their lives would be endan-
gered. It has been customary in most
REMEDY FOR APPENDICITIS.
Extraordinarily Good Results Said
to Have Been Obtained from
Collangol.
FRENCHMAN'S LOVE-LETTER
Example of the Ardent Epistles
Written by the Sighing
Swain.
Frenchmen are generally held to be
—I cannot say perfect lovers, as Mr.
Sutro understands them—but skillful
lovers, writes M. Tessier, in the Lon-
don Daily Mail.
Now, everybody knows "that letters
plae a great part in lovemaking, and
that more than one woman has been
captivated by the poetic and romantic
writing of the tuna she loved.
An amorous Frenchman, writing to
Suzanne, for instance,, will begin his
letter with "Ma petite Suzanne cherie,"
or "Ma mignonne adoree," "Mon petit
chat" (cat here has not the same sense
as the English "cat"), or "My sugary
uzanne.' Rat, poule. (chicken),
canard (duck), but never "goose," are
the pet names usually employed.
At the end of his letter, in which he
has swoi-p to love her and be faithful
erty of silver has long been known, as, to her forever, or has threatened to serves all meals en route,
for instance. in the form of lunar caus_ commit suicide by drinking a mortal .,ri-.orm • -a Special"—Leaving Louis-
tic, which has also been administered mixture of peppermint and water, the vine 7:45 p. m., carries observation
'eternally. It's use. however, has been amorous Frenchman will "embrace" .sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis-
altos to have ordinances passed reg-. very limited. Based upon this knowl- Suzanne "with all the strength of ',tulle to St. Augustine, without
elating the amount of gunpowder that edeg successful experiments have been his soul," or "devour her with kisses,",("benne via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
can be carried in a mercantile stock, Made by some noted physicians through or send her "a thousand caresses from arriving at Jacksonville at 8:$o P.
and also designating the manner in ,the use of the soluble, non-irritating her wicked X—," and poor Suzanne m. and St. Augustine at ro p.
which the powder shall be kept mid will -immediately answer and yield, be- next day. From Danrville this is
the place In the store in which the re- solid train of drawing room sleeper.,
ceptable shall be placed. Thus, in composite car, obseswation car, etc..
Boston, the ordinance provides that Dining car serves all meals en route.
gunpowder shall be kept in a metal Via the "Land of tho Sky"—PUll-
receptacle; that the amount carried
man sleeper leaves Louisville at 7:43
at eny one time shall he strictly lim- p. m. daily, running through toRad, and that the metal box in which
Knoxville, where connection is madeIt is kept shall be placed near the
at 9:35 a. m. with through skewdoor of the store at a place known to
to Jacksonville, via Asheville, C.-the firemen, so that in the event of
lumbia and Savannahe arriving alfire it can be easily removed. But
with Axed ammunition regulations of Jacksonville at 9 C. m.
this kind are not in force, and a great
deal lias been left to the discretion of
the dealers in these supplies.
A current belief hag existed that if
a gun store were to take fire it would
be dangerous to enter it, and, indeed,
it might be dangerous for, anyone to
pass in the near vicinity at the time
of the lire. The experiments made at
Duluth were for the purpose of deter-
mining the conditions under which
explosions of ammunition took plaee,
and how these compared with condi-
tions that determined the explosion of
gunpowder. Gunpowder in bulk will
explode with great force, and the ex-
ploding of one keg may tear open ad-
jacent kegs, and the flash of ere from
the first may be communicated to the
second with such rapidity that the ex-
plosion is practically rimulteneous.
The experiment made at Duluth was
in & building put up for the purpose,
In which were placed thousands of
rounds of ammunition of all kinds,
both in paper shells and also metallic
rifle and pistol cartridges Altogeth-
er, in the two tests, in er e of whieh
the cartridges were left free, and the
other in which they were put in con-
need seasee as di boxes, ee,e00 or more
cartridges must have been made the
subject of the experiment.
It was found. tui the result of put-
ting theta in buildings epecially built
to 'es burred down, that an exploding
cartridge has not sufficient force to
tear open the adjacent cartridge, and,
therefore, cannot communte fire to
the powder charge of its neighbor. In
a fire each cartridge explodes individ-
ually, and explodes when its partic-
ular primer is heated to the flashing
point, but the flash from one cartridge
cannot set off the adjacent cartridge,
consequently, Instead of having simul-
taneous explosions, there is a series
of explosions, though when there are
large quantities of ammunition burn-
ing these follow in quick succession,
like musketry fire.
The danger from flying fragments of
exploding cartridges is found not to
be a serious matter, as the cartridge
shell, when unsupported by the pun
chamber, bursts at the first Indication
of pressure and thus allows the gases
to escape at a relatively low pressure.
The escaping gas expends its energy
in tearing open the shell rather than
In throwing the bullet forward, and
as there is nothing to confine the ess
caping mut, it has little propulsive
form Often the heads of the cart-
ridges are torn off and thrown corns
11' tie distance, but the bullets hardly
ever fly; that is, the heavier parts of
the cartridge remain behind and only
the lighter parts are thrown off, and
this with no great force or velocity.
In a fire firemen can keep well beyond
the range of the thrown fragments and
still be within easy working di/Mince
ard as close to the fire as the heat will
permit.
In they Duluth testi-it was fornil
fragments of cartridges were thrown
from 20 to 30 feet, but with so few a
velocity that those who were hit suf-
fered no discomfiture. The cartridges
bertted contained more than 400
pounds of black and smokeless pow-
der, a sufilcient quantity, if kept In
bulk, to have made a very serious ex-
plosion; but when thus /Melded It trait
found that little, if any, damage wculd
be caused by it
FINE •rR.AINS
TO
Florida
via'
Souther Railway
and
Queen fi Crescent Route
Consul General Guenther, of Frank-
fort, Germany, reports to the depart-
ment of commerce and labor the suc-
cessful treatment of appendicitis by
means of "collangol," a silver solution.
He writes:
"Mach has been written on the treat-
ment of appendicitis, principally with
reference to the question whether, in a
given case, an operation must be per- ,
formed to save the life of the patient_ ,
It would doubtless be a great boon if a
remedy could be found to make an op-
eration unnecessary. Such a remedy, it
is alleged, has been found under the
name of 'collangol.' Collangol is a form
of pure silver soluble in water. Chem-
ical manipulations for rendering silver,
quick silver and some other metals sol-
ii&e) in water were disooveied within
the last few years. The antiseptic prop-
and non-poisonous silver In suppurative
diseasee, as, for instance, In the dreaded
puerperal fever and other suppurative
fevers.
"Dr. Moosbrugger, of Leutkirch, has
now used,stollangol in appendicitis, as
well internally and externally. This
treatment, according to his statement
In the last number of the Munich ?ded-
ical Weekly Review, has yielded ex-
traordinarily good results. Within two
op three days after treatment a decided
improvement was noticeable in incipi-
ent cases. In cases where an inflamma-
tion of the peritoneum had already
taken place, a cure was, however, very
slow—often only after weeks of treat-
ment both internally and externally.
gxcepting two with very severe cases
out of the 72 which came under his ob-
servation and treatment all were cured
without any surgical operation. He
claims that this treatment is very much
superior to any other, and that he is
justified in stating that every case of
appendicitis, if early diagnosed. be it
ever so acute and malignant, can be
cured with collangol without resorting
to the knife.
"In view of the otherrise favorable
experiences with this remedy it is very
probable that his opinion will prove cor-
rect. But after all It will require a great
deal of very critical observation tefore
It will be safe to dispense with a timely
operation, which is capable of saving
many liver). The published statements
of Dr. Moosbrugger are not explicit
enough as to the history of the cases to
make a real criticism possitle. At all
events, his statements deserve careful
attention. On the other hand, it cannot
yet be stated how long the cure will last.
Light cases of appendicitis can be
healed for a time, as is well known; the
question, however, is for how long.
Further experiments will be awaited
with great interest, says the Didas-
kalla."
Sanitarium and Sanatorium.
These two terms are frequently con.
fused: "Sanitarium" is from sanitas,
meaning health, and is oorrecUy applied
to a healthful place, a resort for con-
valescents. Sanatorium, from senare, to
heal, is correctly applied to institutions
designed for the special treatment of
sick persons, as, for instance, places
where consumptives are treated.—
Myerson's American Family Magazine,
Plain Talk.
Housewife---And ybu left your last
piece berate,e pi a gnarl% with your
mistress?
Applicants-Not a quarrel, mum.
"Bow was it, then?"
“Well, mum, she was either Inter-
twin' wid me, an' I shpoke to her as
one lady to another." — Oseveland
Leader.
WHAT LEGAL TERMS MEAN.
Relics of the Time When Legal Terms
Had • Significance Not
Known Now.
To most persons the phrase "This In-
denture witnesseth" is as much Greek
as the common phrase "Witness my
hand and seal." Yet i eth are relics of
the time when, these legal forms car-
ried with them a significance not ob-
taining at presenL
Legal documents were once en-
grossed upon parchment because paper
cost so much more than dressed skin.
The parchment was Erlslom trimmed
exactly and the top was scalloped with
the knife, hence the term "this indent-
ure." Even where the lawyers have
departed from the Custom, still obtain-
ing in England, of using parchment for
their legal forms the phrase has been
retained.
In the same way the signature of
"hand and seal" is a relic pf those old-
en times when only cleks and the
clergy could wield the pen. It was the
custom for the contractiter parties to
lay their hands upon the document In
token of their good faith and there re
mained a smudge. As these original
thumb marks were not easily idefiti-
fled, the gentry added their seals for
the purpose of further establishing the
validity of the document It may not
be generally known that a seal is still
resulted in law, though the need for
it passed with the spread of education,
and the bit of red paper, affixed by the
lawyer Is as necessary as the sign&
ture to certain dOcuments.
A court of law is a reminiscence of
the time when justice sat in the open
court yard, and the "dock" is from a
German word meaning a receptacle,
while, while the "bar" is a Welsh word
meaning a branch of a tree used to
separate the lords of justice from their
vassals.
The entire phraseology of the bench
Is reminiscent of the earlier days, but,
having been proven proper, has been
retained.
His Profession.
"What do you do for a living' What
Is your trade or profession?" asked the
judge of the prisoner.
-I am, your honor, a pharmaccoca-
tagraphologiet." His honor threat-
ened to fine him for contempt of court,
but he proved that the wbrd was an
right, meaning a writer of prescrip-
tions.—Philadelphia Press.
Not &jure.
"How do we ka6w the world Is
round?" asked the school teacher.
"Because we know it isn't square,"
promptly replied the boy who had been
absorbing knowledge about greft an!
boodle.—Philacielphla Reccrd.
cause she will be afraid of being the
cause of a suicide, and, above all, be-
cause she finds that after all he is
a nice fellow.
Ah, if we were allowed to have a
look into the letters addressed "poste
restante" in Paris, we should be edi-
fied, aa without exaggeration six out
of ten letters sent to all the post of-
fices in the gay city are love mes-
sages.
It is extraordinary how many kisses
the postmen carry! It is a kind of
modern torture of Tantalus for them.
In France, where breach-of-promise
cases are almost unknown, people
have not the same opportunities of
amusing themselves over love mis-
sives read in court and printed in
the newspapers, as often happens here
But a compensation may be found in
the "Petite Correspondence" of cer-
tain French journals.
The lines printed there are some-
times extraordinary, and it is easy to
divine what exciting love adventures
or passionate dramas lurk behind
these public love communications.
This example will prove that I do
not exaggerate. The following lines
appeared in a Parisian paper, and I
translate them literally:
"I suffer too much. I adore you, and
I cannot think you love another man.
Your letter gave me confidence in our
Marc happiness. I am mad! I shall
love you forever! If you are happy,
forget me; but I shall always be yours
if you are in trouble. Despairing kiss
from yule slave, X."
HONOR OF THE CHOCTAWS
Whole Nation Is Shocked by a Breach
of Faith on the Part
of One.
--- •
"Florida Limited"—Leaving Louis-
vilde at 8 a. m. daily connects at
Danvilde, Ky., with solid train of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaehei via Chattanooga and Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksonville -at 8:§ci a.
m. and St. Augustine to a. m. next
day, without change. Dining car
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good returning until May
now on sale P" -ow rates.
3a St,
Variable Tours
are
Goma via AsTieville and "Land at
the Sky" and "Sapphire Country'
and returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "Land of tam Sky," "Win.
ter Homes," rathei handeomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders, rates, etc.,
address any agent of tic Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Alien,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C..
Rinearson, G. P. A., Q. & C..
Route, Cincinnati. 0.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at-law
Room No. 5.
Columbia Bldg!
Paducah,
Kentucky.
r. H. PURYEAR,
Attorney at-Law
The Choctaw Indians term them- Rooms 5 and 6 Register
selves a nation rather than tribe, and 523 1-2 Breadeay, i'aduca'a,
New Phone 490-
SPECIALTIES:
just - now the nation feels deeply dis-
tressed by the fact that one of its
memhers has broken faith. He hal
made a promise and failed to keep it
Because of this the nation deems ita....
dishonored,'
The Choctaws are red men. In the
lofty ctraraster of their code and the
rigid adht. -ce to its unwritten provi-
shine they i lee above any body o:
white men in the world. The Choctaw
gives his spoken pledge and no bond
is asked. If charged with crime en
under conviction, he goes his way until
the appointee time, and then he comes
unsought and unattended to face trial
or death. That such should be his con-
duct is accepted by his fellows as mere
matter of course.
A few years ago Walla Tenaka, a
full-blood Choctaw, by profession a ball
player, was found guilty of murder and
sentenced to be shot. Between the day
of sentence and the day of execution
intervened the baseball season. The
doomed prisoner was turned loose
without any formality of bail, instruct-
ed 'when to return and be executed.
He played bell as if no unusual con-
dition existed and upon the arrival of
ale fatal day was on hand and faced
the rifles without flinching. The inci-
dent was considered remarkable by all
but the Choctaws themselves. Ac-
cording to their lights no other out-
come was possible.
The Choctaw whoiirfiftlFessneiThis
hurt the pride of his people is charged
with hernicide and he had been re
leased on his own recognizance. There
s.as no doubt that he would return for
trial, but he felled to return and later
was captured and brought back. He
can expect little sympathy from the
Indians, for he has shattered a tradi-
tion dear to them.
le it Nossible that the Choctaw is
becoming too civilised? If he is to be
regarded in the future as no more hon-
est than the paleface, the change must
be deplored. When a white man is
chewed with serious offense he must
retain in prison or give substantia`
bail. For him to give this and ther,
vanish, not to show himself again, is
no uncommon procedure. To trust s
white murderer at large on the the-
ory that he would voluntarily walk te
execution woe.. be a piece of folly
The Indian. stoical, untaught in any
academic school of conduct, lacking
the advantage of generations trainee
In morals, yet can give a lemon te
those who should be his superiors.
Bad ?Jews.
First- H6bo—'Ere's a nice go!
Second Hobo—Wot's up now? 1
"Thai year's champagne vintage is s
Ky.
Abstracting of Titles,
maw ance. Corporatioo and
Real Rebate Law
In connection with the best Foun-
tain serv:ce, Zech Hayes has added
a fine line of
Candy
and will continue to keep up the rep-
utation our fountain has for magnifi-
cent Ice Cream Don't forget.
HAYES
SEVENTH AND BROADWAY.
TILL. 75e.
AN....
EDISON
STANDARD
PHONOGRAPH
Will bring pie.' cure to your
home during the long winter
ev.tnings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in
and hear meta Then you'll
Want one.
records.
Big selection of
Warren & Warren
Jeweler
403 Broadway
1
-aniest-
"Can Obesity or
Overfatness
Be Reduced?"
Is an essay by the eminent
Authority William F. Cathell an
M. D. of Baltimore. If you are
interested would be pleased to
give you a free copy, as we have
a limited supply woltd suggest
that you call or send at once.
M'PHERSONS
Drug Store.
WANT
• 
• FOR RENT-Furntshed room,
1152 Jefferson St.
WANTED-For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and .35; citizens of the
United States, of good citterac•-r and
temPeTetPlUthills, Who can speak, read
and wr*e English. For infoimatioii
apply #o Recroitiug offices, Ne.v
Riehmdild 1(3e.
001illii4T-Furnished r0011111
for .gr7htleNen. Old 'phone. 613-w.
,
FOR .RENT-Paducah Wagon
Works machinery, new and complete.
.Appki to ,S.: DuBois.
Fiait RENT-Modern 8 roomed,
house, all improvements, West End.
Apply to'L. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT-.-Furnished rooms at
Fifth and ejaelison.; .Phone sy-a.
e 1_w 
In Italy the woman voter has made
her appearance, as there is no
raohibiting women from voting,
the autbotiv; !lave ailmitted her
claim that she has a right to enter
the polling booth. The woman is
Beatrice Sacchi, holder of a doctor's
degree • and a professorship at Man
tau. She is the first woman to ob-
tain pelitical rights in Italy.
Dr. David T. Day, a government
expert, has created a new industry in
th, noethwes'. After months of pa-
tient investigation. fie has proved that
the common blacks sands of die Pa-
cific Coast ar• rich in useful minerals,
and that good steel can be made
from this. sand. Manufacturers of
placer machinery are now devising
improved mining apparatus for work-
ing the sands.
-World's Work.
Gas is fusdamestal basis of the
sense of smell, says Dir. John Altken,
F. R. S., according to the Scientific
American. Berthelot says that one-
hundredth of a quadrillionith of a
gram of musk can be detected by the
nose...Dr. Aitken has found, that of
twenty-four odorous substances in-
vestigated not one gave off its per-
ftinejn salidf4articles; nothing but
game and vapore escaped- from any of
them.
IOW e 
In Pa 'S tbç cit government gives
every .one full meal a
day. not tend to pauper-
ize tile altildatilOord' to lessen the re-
sponsiblity of the parents; for all
thotte colaiti -aro' rd to pay for the
meal are expecteef to do so. On the
other hand, no jealousy or contempt
can be felt by the richer children for
their stasved•-erintridee, for ll are
supplied with the same metal token,
which has t2 pe rive n up in exchange
for the meal:
'George Slosditat: who is to play
WIlie Hoppe for the world's cham-
fionship next weelt, is testing up a
bit at Saratoga.
Andy Welch doesn't take atly, stock
in she story that Lou Dillon was
doped at Memphis.
10111.11.1.11. 
If your blood is not right
take
Walker's
Sarsaparilla
With Iodide Potash
It is, a new, pleasant combina-
tion of best known .Vegetable
alteratives and torics.
IT CLEANSES,
IT PURIFIES
IT VITALIZES.
Carefully ,prepared in our
own laboratory.
R. W. WALKER & CO.,
. INCORPaRATED. •
Drvggists,
Both
MEMPHIS NEGROES
OVER 3oo CAME HERE ON
TRAIN LAST EVENING
FROM THAT CITY.
Many White People Came Up, But
, Simply to Get' Advantage 01
the Reduced Rate.
Last eveniii shortly after 6 o'clock
there arrived here from Memphis,
Tenn., over .ilte Illinois Central rail-
road, a speciii train of many coaches
filled vi-th 3os people brought here
because many , w.ere scared on
account of tio, prediction that that
city will today sink into the bowels
of Mother Earth., •
Those com:.ig in consisted mainly
of negro: s, there was a good
Winkling of u:.its petIple amongst
the lot, the) come up on ac-
count of the /ow excursion. The
negroes are all firm in their belief
bhat the city will go to ruination
today, and they greatly excited
over the matter.
The conductor coming up on the
train said that the largest portion of
the negro populatios bad gone over
into Arkansas across •tne r-.ver from
Memphis to spend today, it being es-
tirnatted that several thousand de-
camped to that section because of
their anxiety to get out of the
"doomed city." Another excursion
t sin out of there over the Illinois
L.:entrel carried many hundreds of
i.arkies to Cairo, while the second I.
C. special train brought here the re-
mainder headed this way.
The white people coming in spoke
of the fright amongst the colored
people, very lightly and in a joking
manner, none of the sensible whites
taking any stock whatever in the de-
struction prophesied by the negress
at Marmites.
The special train coming here goes
back to the Bluff City late tonight
and probabilities are, all the negroes
tll be carried back and:by then their
fears wilt be allayed.
One burly negro man must have
forgotten he was down South last
evening on getting here, as while on
the crowded street car he stood
around all over the feet of some
white people who asked him to get
off. He euftped to ,budge and stated
in a bluffineway that he had to have
room like the. anee. One well
issovnt citizen caught him on on the
side of the head with a club and
knocked him off their feet. They then
asked Wm if be though he ad room
now, and e sa:d he believed there
was plenty of space without tragnp-
ling on the feet of whites, and after
this was very submissive on the
car downtown trip.
SIGNS THE ORDERS
JUDGE REED GOES OUT TO
BENTON THIS MORNING
FOR THAT.
Justice Emery Fined Keine Bros.
Yiedterday nor I.Figisting-
Other Tribunals.
Judge M: Reed goes out to
Benton this morning to sign up the
orders of the, term of circuit court he
has just brought to a close there,
after a session of hole over two
weeks. He finished everything be-
fore the Walter Holland killink case
of last week, but left over the matter
of signing n? the ()Hers. He will
return today at non, and then leave
tonight for Louisville, to get some
documents in the case where a young
fellow named Sweeney has been in-
dicted in the United States court. The
judge is his lawyer and is preparing
for the tral of ths action that comes
up when the federal tribunal con-
venes here the third Mbnday Of next
moth.
need By Squire.
Sam and Torn Kahle, white broth-
ers of the Oaks section of the county.
Were yesterday fined $t and costs
each, 'by Justice Charles Emery, for
engaging in a fight the 'brothers had
several days ago. They cattnse in and
surrendered.
Nearly Bleed to Death.
Rufus Bronson, colored, came near,
bleeding to death with a nasal hem-
orrhage at the county jail yesterday.
He is being held theeelto answer be-
fore the grand jury for killing Will
Gins, colored, Christmas Eve night.
Bankrupt Cases.
A dividend was yesterday iv the
bankruptcy court declared by geferee
E. W. Bagby, in the Robert I. Knight
case.
itc dividend was yesterday declared
in the Taylor 0. Fisher bankruptcy
Case.
The Murderer of Mrs. Hollister Re--
dives tht Death Sentence.
Chicago, March a6.-When the
Iju
dge sentenced R. G. Ivens to he
hanged he was the most unconcern-
, cd.man in the court room.
Fifth and B'vray. i "Gese me a light" he said' as he
Phones 17s. Polled a cigar from his pocket.
WAGES FOR
THE CiIMEN
MR. QUINCY WALLACE BACK
FROM CHICAGO
GATHERING.
- • -
Boilermaker Rhea Continues to Im-
111111111111111100. .•• 4
prove at Railroad Hospital_
Clicks From the Rails.
Sunday Mr. Quincy Wallace, of the
local Brotherhood of Railway Car-
men, returned from Chicago, where
he attended the meeting of the joint
protective board that represents
every carman on the I. C. system.
The committee will in April have
the different carmes unions over the
system vote as to what schedule of
wages they want for the year com-
mencing June ist, when the old
scale expires. This new schedule
will then be presented to the I. C.
officials by theprotettive board.
While in Chicago Mr. Wallace was
re-elected secretary and treasurer of
the board.
WIND
Daily Improving.
Boilermaker Rhea of the Illinois
Central continues daily improviaii at
the railroad hospital, of the unus-
ually severe scalds he got last Thurs-
day while repairing an engine boiler
out of which burst forth steem and
hot water.
New Ones for Railroaders.
Conductor Robert Dawes of the I.
C. Cairo run, has a new boy baby
at his home on West Broadway.
Machinist James Wooldridge of
the I. C. has a new girl baby at his
home.
Started as Joke
Last week the privoiphis, _Tenn.,
papers said that Switchman Frank
Bargar had mysteriously disappeared
from his home there. He is a son-
in-law of Contractor J. W. Hudson
of West Monroe street of this airy.
4E) KENTUCKY
TELEPHONE 548.
t=titt=ittiliFFUlti
Rodney Stock Co.,
TO-NIGHT and Balance of Week. Matinee Tomorrow
• 1
LADIES FREE TO-NIGHT
•
On account of inclement weather Monday, the management
has arranged to admit ladies free again to-night,
under usual conditions. To-night: the, ,four-act
comedy drama, "MYSTERIOUS MR. RAFFLES"
8...BIG VAUDEVII.LE ACTS...8
Prices 10,20 and 30 cents. - Seats Now Selling.
Rev. B. W. Bass of the Tenth
street Christian church starts a re-
vival April isth, assisted by Rev. Mr..
Hudspeth, the Christian charch state i
eveangelist.
Last night there closed the revival
at the Mechanicsburg Methodist
church
The basement furnace wot,king im-
properly, resulted in no services Sun-
day at the Broadway Methodist
church. Rev. Newell will begin his
revival tomorrow night, Rev. Cul-
pepper arriving the next day.
AILING PEOPLE.
Capt. Newman of Towboat Henning,
Confined at Hospital-Other Sick.
Captain G. C. Newman of Hawes-
ville, Ky., is coafined at Riverside
hospital with illness. He is com-
mander of the towboat Martha Hen-
ning.
Carrier J. B. Clark of the rural de-
MWineryOpening
Thursday and Friday, March 29 and 30
Opening days New Location.
329 Broadway:4 Ml$S ZULA COBBS
where the switchman formerly lived,
and now he writes from Memphis
the report of his absence was only a
joke put up by friends who did not
realize the seriCitisuess of the inci-
dent until too late.
Drink "Old Terrell" the pure "still
house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
of one qdart or more at 417 Jeffer-
son street, city retail department.
$2.oe, $2.5o and $3.ixi per gallon. One
quart up,
CARNIVAL *DATE.
It Will Not Be Changed by the
Paducah Promoters This Spring.
Mr. Bert Haas of The Cortnopoli-
tan Carnival company, was here yes-
terday wanting the Paducah Carni-
val company to change the dtc for
the locil festival to one week earlier,
the date selected heretofore being
the week commencing April 3oth.
His company furnishes the attrac-
tions for the Padncah entertainnient,
but the lital people would not con-
sent to a week earlier, for fear the
weather will be too chilly. Mr. Haas
will have come here next week, one
of their men, to remain until date for
the entertainment, helping the Padu-
cah people get ready.
REVIVALS.
One Started at - Second
Church Sunday
Sunday Rev. E. H.
started a revival at the
tist church where he is
Rev. E. B. Farrar of I.
le 
THE RIVERS
River Stages.
Cairo   34.o lb rise
Chattanooga . 6.9 1.2 fall
Cincinnati .... • • • • • • 27-9 4-7 fall
Evansvffle ....29.2 4.7 fall
Florence-missing.
Johnsonville .... ..15.3 ..stand
Louisville ..... tao 1.1 fall
Mt. Carmel
Nashville .....
Pittsburg...........4.2 
Davis Island Dein .... 6.4
St. Louis  121.2 o.s rise
Mt. Vernon ...........28.7 ..stsql
Paducah at fall
Burnside 5.0 • 0.2 fall
-Carthage ... 6.6 o.t fall
livery out of here to hlassae, was
thrown from his vehicle Met erday1
morning near Lone Oak pain-
fully bruised. A wheel cam! off and
his horse ran away.
1
The eye of W. J. Powley 01,1223
South Third, has been operated on
by Dr. Childress, who thinks there
will be saved the sight that Was in-
jured by a piece of wood flying into
it at cooperage works.
Postman Charles Holliday is in a
most precarious condition at fit;
home on South Sixth street wil41
stomach trouble.
Mrs. Wilfred Rogers is seriously ill
at their borne.
PERSONALS
Mr. Thomas J. Floursoyriof Rock-
mart, Ga., arrived here hitt night on
business.
Mr. W. C. Schofield, the steel
foundry drummer, returned yesters
day morning from ia several weeks
trip through the south. He goes to
Chicago tomorrow.
Mr. Gay M. Dunning yesterday
wtnt to Illinois on a dt-nrnming
trip,
Mr. Andy Anderson today goes to
Tennessee for the Rieke dry goods
house.
Mr. James Dupin of Mayfield, W119
8.1141K Tiere ape-Fa- mg-Sun-W.-
Night.-
Dr. H. G. Reynolds, practice limit-
Cunningham ed to. ert, car, nose an throat. Office
econd Bap- Praternity Building. Hours, 8 to orI
assisted by a. in., a' to 5, and 7 to ft p. m. San-
ouisville. day, 9 60 12 a. m. 044 phone 1604a.
0.3
1.2
o.6
0.5
Ise
fall
fall
fall
Twenty-five longshoremen were
employed yesterday to unload the
big barge of salt mbored just above
the wharf.
The windstorm delayed the steam-
er' Royal on her return trip to Gol-
conda yesterday, she not getting
away until fats in the evening
Captain Bruce Barnes is one of the
most careful steamboatmen on the
river asd will not endanger the lives '
of his passengers by taking them
out into unsafe water.
There comes out of .the Tennessee
river this morning the steamer Clyde
which lays here until 5 o'clock to-
morrow afternoon before skipping
away on her return up that stream.
The But if got away yesterday
for cnr
Are
el and coming back to-
mirth& • diately darts for Nash-
vilk-.
The Joe Fowler yesterday 'went to
Evansville and comes back tomorrow.
Today the John S. Hopkins comes
in from Evansville, and gets out im-
mediattely on her return that way.
The Dick Fowler goes out for
Cairo 1,this morning at 8 &clock and
comes back tonight about eleven.
The Georgia Lee got to Memphis
yesterday and leaves today en route
back for Cincinnati. She reaches
here Thursday on her way up.
The Peters Let gets to Cincinnati
tomorrow night and leaves there
Thursday en route back this way.
She gets.bere the following Sunday
on her way down.
The City of Savannah is due up to
night late bound from St. Louis for
the illenneseee river.
The City of Saltillo Sunday went
to the Tennessee river from St.
Louis.
Lr
SUNDAY CLOSING LOUISVILLE
Otiose, Leavia NW a Kam
Meeting Next Sunday.
Louisville, Ky.. March 24.-The
executive committee of the Citizenta'
League this morning issued a call for
a mass-meeting of Louisville citizens
Sunday afternoon. April t, at 3
o'clock., at Macauley's theater, for
the purpose of considering plans for
enforcing the Sunday closing' laws in
Lou isvifle.
SPECTACLES 
EYE GLASSES
Properly I hid RN
Medd $5.001
Rita $2.50
ad Solid Sid
ETES TEST}) FREE
By Expert, Graduate Optician
Satisfaction Guaranteed,
J.  L. WOLFF,
JEWELER a OPTICIAN
11 THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
337 Br011dW1117,
Of Padumh, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $158,000n
ED P. NOBLE, G. W. ROBERTSON. 'V. PRESS
- W. VAN CUT./N CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business.. Solicrts your deposits. Paye 4
per cent per warn on time certificate of deposits. Safety benes la ice
proof vault for rent at $3 to ho per year as to sine you emery your oirs
key and no one but yOurself has ac cess.
Prospects tor Shortage of Coal April I
Buy TRADEWATER COAL now and save money
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVATOR. LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL . . . NUT 7. CENTS PER BUSHEL
PROMPT DELIVERY. Both Telephones 254.
Foot of
WeSt KelltUCKY COM CON
,
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